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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTORY 
It is the purpose of this paper to confirm that Roethke's 
use or imagery bears the mark of original creative talent as well 
as human universality which distinguishes the major poet as he 
restates the human condition tor his own generation. This will 
be done specifically by examining the pattern of hie imagery and 
then by examining in detail a few relevant poems representative 
of different periods of his development, showing how images 
typical of his earliest work consistently reappear with enriched 
significance as the poet's talent and lite unfold. 
I 
The great achievement or modern poetry lies in its explo-
ration or self. Because Roethke deals with the search for self, 
a personal identity, and the conflict between the ego as indi-
viduated and master and the ego as longing for union in the 
transcendent, he has been accused of dealing with too narrow a 
world, too small an area of experience to be considered a major 
poet.l However, his very attempts to reconcile the opposing 
1 Stephen Spender, "The Objective Ego " pp. 11-13; John 
Wain, "Monocle ot My Sea-raced Uncle," p. 14, as they appeared 
in Theodore Roethke: Essays on the Poetry, Arnold Stein, ed. (Seattle: University or Wish'Iiigton Press, 1965). 
2 
dynamics ot personality Ulwn1nate a theme ot universal a1gnit1-
cance and, as realized :1n the poeme, repi-t1eent an artistic 
achievement that 18 unique and enduring. 
One who comes to Roethke 1s work, read1ng and re-reading it 
entire 1n a generally chNDOlog1cal order, is Sinpreseed with the 
balance, var1etJ', growth, and Wholeness ot the several volumes 
which cons ti tut;e h1a output. One 18 1mpreeaed bJ the inter-
relation and balance between str1ctl.7 atructured veree patterns 
and b'ee verse, between log1oal. statement and associative, pre-
conaoioua &Z'Ohe~J alW81'8 there is the 1ntegr1ty ot thematic 
development and a eont1nu1ng growth toward tultillunt as a poet 
and a man. 
Roethke grew up with the essential substance ot his 
imager:ra the cOld,, wind-swept pra11'1es ot the M1d.Weet with tbeil' 
rough tena1n and rougher roads. ~is land he loved beld tor 
him at ita center the man-organiMd loveliness ot greeMouae 
sensuality. This etructured env1J:ironment w1th1n natural environ-
ment, with the opport'Un1tJ' it attorded tor witnessing elemental 
lite, growth, and decq,, has tomed the shaping metaphor ot hia 
poetr:f. 1'le envlroment has provided not onl.7 the images, but 
also the underlying 41alectio WhiOh was to be Roetbke•a wq ot 
btlndl!ns 1mlge17. The inne:r polarlti' ot his personal un1verae 
waa obJect1t1ed :ln the vital struggle between budding and qtng, 
heat and cold., weedc and flowers. 
3 
'l'he 1mas•r:r 1s elemental (light,, water, roots,, tlowers)" 
but dense 1n that it 1a an organic srowth .. developing as a bud 
unfolds. The blossoming tlower .. nurtured 'bJ' the underground 
lite ot its roots,, mirrors tor him mam'• nowenns ot ap1r1tual 
awareness,, evolved fJiom the sub-human or preconscious lite or 
childhood and inf'anc,-. There was tor him an underlying order to 
liteJ it was provided b7 his perception ot its evolut1onar.r 
acneme. Showing man•e place in the scheme is the achievement 
ot his poetrJ. 
II 
The method ot 1llu.atrat1ng Roethke •a achievement 1a as 
follows. Chapter two, in presenting a brief 8\mlD8J'J" ot 
Roethlce•a work, provides the context tor the 1ncl1v1dual poems 
which wUl be examined in detail later. The third chapter pro-
vides what IR.lat be central to the paper, a pattern or schema tor 
his approach to the UM ot :lmage17. He 18 not an 1mag1at ( t~~'"' 
he probabl:r leamed much about NOord!ns observations trom 
them), Which means hie poetry has 1ntelleotual Ol' conceptual oon-
tentJ in some poems concepts are eupreaaed,, but tbe7 are not 
absent. In dealing with pqcholog1oal atatea and pre-rational 
lite he uses thfJ Smage to ob3eot1f7,, to verbalil:e hia mean1DgJ 
thus Smage is wedded to meaning, as tor example the 11ne, "She 
moved 1n oirclea,, and those circles moved, 0 2 an image ot his 
2':heodore Roethke Colleoted Poem& {Hew York: Doubled&N .. 
1966) 1 °I Knew a Woman, 4 p. 127. All l'iirther x-eterences to Roetbke•s poetry will be taken from this volume. 
beloved'& ability to beguile 1nto lite the atmosphere around her. 
A detailed analysis of the poetry begins in chapter four 
with one or the greenhouse poema,3 .. Cutting•, later," which 
serves aa a point of depai-ture to examine the positive growth 
theme of the psychological biography contained in ~ Lost ~ 
and Praise to the Bnd. In this cycle Roethke delineatea the .......,........, .... ___
emergence ot the individuated, aelf'-knowing person. 
Chapter five examines 1magel"Y 1n certain of the love poenus, 
included among which are "Poul' tol' Sir John Danes." The poetry 
up to th1a point ha• described the movement fl'Ofl primal uniQ' 
toward 1nd1v1duat1on, and goea on, spiral taahion at a sp11'1tual 
level, to deeol'1be the movement tow&l'd the tl'&naoendent One, an 
experience ot wholeness first glimpsed in the experience ot human 
love. For Roethke the growth implied 1n the movement is dependent 
on the experience ot love which makes tangible the beautiful, ao 
that the protagonist who haa struggled into manhood now dea1na 
union (or mon acouratel7 c0111D1Union) at another, higher level. 
It 1a eaaential to an understanding of Roethke'• personal human 
3Kenneth Bur-ke, ••'l'be VJefet&l Rad.1oal1am ot Theodore 
Roethke," Sr.nee Review, LVlI (W1nter'1 1950). It ia in this 
eaaay that e Pfu'aae "greenhouse poems• aeeaa tirat to have 
been uaed to designate a related group ot ahox-t poems which tirat 
appeared. in '1'he Loat Son and Other Poems (1948). 
--
5 
achievement as well as his artistic distinction to stress the 
difference between the primary individuation of self and the 
final movement toward the Pure One. His last poems are not 
simple re-statements or an aocomplished ract {awareneaa or self) 
but an expression of deepening spiritual awareness and receptiv-
ity. 4 
Finally, poems from the meditations and the short lyrics 
will be considered. It is in these poems or his mature years 
that Roethke's imagery reaohes its richest development as he 
addresses himselr to the question of life beyond or outside ot 
time, the crucial aspect of which is death. It is the medita-
tions in which the search for ultimate meaning is explored. 
The final lyrics, some composed within a year of his death, show, 
for the most part. a resolution of the issues dealt with in the 
meditations. The mature man, in accepting first love and then 
death, comes to learn what eternity 11. 
4Jacques Maritain, Creative Intuition in Art and Poetft 
(New York: Pantheon, 1953), p. 95. A'.1thoU'gn1'f""Ts<rrrricu to 
cite a brier quotation on the problem. or aelt-awareneaa, th1a 
book deals essentially with the struggle 1n the poet who, 
''seeking his own inner universe ••• f'1nds himaelt wandering in a 
false kind or self-interiority'' in which his creation becomes 
an absolute end, as opposed to the self-awareness that lead• 
the poet to transcendent values, primarily beauty. It was 
beauty, as recorded in a.nima imagery, flowers, waters, and the 
woman herself, that led Roethke to the right ordering or his 
internal uni verse. '!'he order and harmony produced by love ot the 
beautiful helped lead him. outside of him~elf to relate meaning-
fully to the external world. 
!-
---------------------------------------------, 
It seems plain that in discussing the growth and develop-
ment of Roethke's poetry, one inadvertently discusses his growth 
as a man, because the man experiencing and the poet creating are 
in him inseparable. He was essentially a poet.5 
6 
5aichard Eberhardt, 1 ~ On Theodore Roethke •a Poetcy, " 
Southern R5v1ew, I (Winter, 1965), e· 610. In an elegiac tribute 
!&!rna:rdt esc:ribes Roethke thus: ••• totally a poet ••• he gave 
all to poetry, lived his intensest times for it, gave it total 
devotion, and disoovezted his true nature and scope 1n relation 
to it." 
~------------, 
! 
CHAPTER TWO 
A Stll.MARY (JI Rommm•s WORK 
A br1et aummaJ.7 ot Roethke 1e archetJP&l J~ 1a 1n 
order to pnsent more olearlJ' the oontext or tboae tew poems 
which wUl be enm1ned 1n detail. !he tirat volume-or ltoethke's 
poetry presents a PJ.'Ologue to the Joume1 • ottering a olear 
indication ot the nature ot the ~oumq and the nature ot the 
image:ey', and to th1• reason 1t 1a wonn oonalderation here. 
I 
ot Roetbke•• tint volume, oaa !k!!M1 publ18hed in 1941, 
sections one, two., and three are h1ghlJ' 1nd1oat1Ye ot hie 
development in theme• 1-el'J', and cliot1on. Section one is 
perhaps moat P"PhetiOJ all ot the pcMID8, al though ca:retulq 
WJ.'OUSht art tON&,, deal With the poet•• 1-tuN pQ'Obolog1eal 
pro3eotit1n ot h18 own doubt, tear,, and lliatruatJ the7 mark the 
beginning ot the quest tor aelf•lmoWledge. 'lhe titles of 
1n41v1dual poema reveal the withdrawal from lite their author 
waa exper1enc1Dg1 "Peud," "Death P1eoe," tth'ognoais." In 
"'l'o 141' Sister," he adraon18hea," ••• do not deign to give./ Re-
main aeoure trom pain preserve th1' bate, th1' heart."1 
1 
The aeoond "ot1on, p"4om1nantlJ' nature poetJ.'7, ia 
1mp0rtant 1n that it points tcnra.rcl Roetbke'• •tu:re won 1n 
SJna&•l'J. Tbe clo•• and pN01 .. obaenat1on ot the ohana1ng 
aeuona 1• well depiotedJ alread;J the Roethke analoo 1• 
eviden't, rel&Ung tM proo••• ot growth 1n nature to tM 
prooeaa ot growth 1n an. An apt UU1Pl• 1• the t1nal •~ 
ot "'l'be Light OoMa Brighter• .. 
And aoon a branoh, part; ot a hidden aoene, 
The leafy m1.nd., '11&\ long vu t1aht17 fultled 
Will \Um it• prl•te aulaetanoe Into green 
An4 J'O\m8 ahoot• aprea.4 upon our inner world.a 
8 
S.OUon ~ ot Id.a ts.Ht wlu. cleal• with negation or 
death, retleoting ap.in the poet•• nept1ve paJ'ohio etate, an4 
pointing to the p97eh10 oollapee exploNd in hla aeoond volu. 
ot poetr,. A line like, "'!'he tlat land baa become a p1t,"3 
1n41oatea the tint UM ot an s.ge, the pit or abyaa, wbioh 
develop• 1n lllportanee 1n l&t;er wo1'4c. Be 1• AJ'1ng that "the 
tlat lan4" that 1• hie hoM. the pN1PSAt-lan4 ot Mleldpn., baa 
loet it• ~ valua. h 11uat leave it, altbo'qh to d.o ao la 
41tt1oult, .juat aa plv'a1oal 'bi.nh 11 d1tt1oult. A JOWC pe1'Mll 
muat aeparate ht.Melt (one ~a1eallJ') fro. hia p&Nnt• 1n 
ol'd.er to ... them o'bjeot1ve1J', aa nll u to '" IWIMlt u 
diatinet from ~. !be 1-P• ot ll&ht and the .,.. otter a 
oompl••nt to \be pit. A poem s.n pn1ae ot ~ eonoludea: 
t"!be L.t.gbt eon.a ~ .. • p. 11. 
3".Aptnat Dieutel"," p. 19. 
Theretore, o Lord, let me preaex-ve 
The ~,ense that does so fitly aerve, 
Take Tongue and Ear--all else I have--
Let Light attend me to the gravef4 
9 
The dichotomy presented between pit - potential lifo, confined, 
dark,, and light - pure energy, innaterial, unconfined, total 
realization, although not juxtaposed in these poems, indicates 
the dialectic tension found in his mature 1mager:r. The anti-
thetical approach reflects the tension the young Roethke felt 
between matter and spirit. Hia early rejection ot the flesh 
(seen in "Epidermal Macabre") is nullified by his mature 
expel"ience ot love-Which, as a total human expel"ience, contronta 
him with the value ot the body as a means through which one 
approaches light. Later in spealdng ot his beloved, the 
matu:re poet says, "She lmows the speech ot light;"5 and nLigb.t 
listened when she sang.,, 6 
The visual precision and verbal tineeae evident in 
Roethke'• tit"at wlume remains with him; but 1n his later work 
the image very otten baa the added dimension or dramatic 
presentation and is used to render paychological and spiritual 
e:xpel'iences more concrete. Thematically, the Open Houae poeu 
indicate that a obange would be nece&Al"J' it Roethke wu to l1'01f 
both aa a~ and u a poet. Por him, to aohiew •turity aa a 
4"Pl'&J'er1 u p. 8. 5"Sbe," P• 119• 
6nIJ.ght L1•tened," P• 212. 
10 
person meant aoh1eving artist1o matur11;J'. The bate,, the isola-
tion,, the 11witlese agony• ''1 uthe rain that stayed in its 
cloud .. 0 8 the taoe ot his tat..'ler that "was loat 1n a maze ot 
water,''9 had to give way to the st1rr11lg o.t lite and love. 
What keeps these early poenu11 from the contessitmal level is the 
language "str1ot and pure,"10 the h1gbl7 d1sc1pl1ned, imper-
sonal tom he tmpoeea on his feeling. For the 10uns poet who 
usually does not want tor intense, it at times convulsive, 
emotional raw material th.is use and maste17 ot tom 1s essential. 
Instinctively Roethke lmew it, and the pur1tJ' ot tom through• 
out Open House sustains the v1tal1tJ' or thie earl.3' poetl';. 
Ae earl.J' aa 1935 Louise B ogan, then a poet more widely 
knoWn than Roethke and the poetr:f' reviewer tor ~ Bew Yorker. 
oi ted h1m tw his Nsonance, hie J.yrio aureneas-whicb ie re-
lated to another girt, "a gttt tor torm" and tor h.18 "feeling tor 
epithet:."11 It is a distinet credit both to her or1t1cal 
awareness and to Jtoethke's talent that with the handtul or poems 
he had publiabed 1n 1935 she could disoem these qualities. 
9nrremon1t1on," p. 6. l0°0pen Bouse. n p. 3. 
11Lou1ae B qsan, "St1ched 1n Bone," Ame Winslow, ed. 
!rial Balances (Kew York• Macmillan, 1935), p. 139. 'Jhia is 
an antmi!ogv cona1at11>g ot eeveral poema, written 'b1' poets then 
between twent¥ and twent)r-tive,. with a short critical com-
m.entaJ.7 by an establ 4 ::111.ed poet or a1t1o. 
11 
II 
Roethke•a aeoond volume. l!!!, ~ §9.!'!. !!l4, _Otb.e __ r Poema 
(1948), which contains tbe greenhouse poems, other abort poems, 
and "The Lost Son" aequenoe, otter• the ti.rat view or the 
maturing poet. Both th1a volume and Pl"aiee !2. l!!!. !!!!!, (1951) ill 
the long,, tree torm poems which are concerned with the evolution 
or aelt,, rirat aimply in terma or pnyaioal birth, then 1n terms ot 
the pqohologioal c111'terent1at1on or the ego,, and tinall7 1n 
terms or ap1r1 tual awareneea • present the uJor theme ot his 
poetr;v. The theme ot aelt becoming selt rema1na Roethlce'a 
eaaential tneM and it is explored moat expl1o1tl7 1n "The Lost 
son,," the maJor poem ot tb1a evolutionaJ'f sequence. In terms ot 
their maJor poema,, these two volume can be disouaaed together 
ainoe thq are •t7liat1callJ and tllematicall7 ailllilar. In 
Pra1N 'l'o the End Roethke places "The Loat Son" 1n part two,, ....................... __ _ 
giving a ohl'Onolagical sequence to the pa7ohologio&l b1ograJ)h¥, 
that 1s, a tracing ot t.be development or the pa;yclle ot the pro-
tagoniat. The tenut "poet 11 and "autobiography" seem inaccurate 
here because the theme ot aelt beoOIBing aelt is universal and 
there 1• ver:1 little ot Raethke'• peraonal lire evident. 
Roethke himself called it, "the spiritual history or a protago-
nist, not 11• personally but ot all haunted and lvrried men. 1112 
12frheodore Roethke, ~ .~ Poet and H1s Craft, Ralph J. 
Milla, Jr.,, ed. (Seattle 1--unli'eral£70? liiihliiit"On Presa, 1965) • 
p. 10. 
F 
12 
The first biographical poems recor.d the struggle of the 
search for self in terms of birth, that rending process Which 
allows growth. As the self grows into increased awareness, 
each successive development, presented in birth imagery, is a 
little less terrible and terrifying than the previous one and is 
depicted on a higher evolutionary level. These poems are dif-
ficult to read because they explore the most deeply submerged 
levels of an individual's earliest experiences. In going back 
to the beginning for his biography, Roethke recounts from a 
small child's point of view his relations, within his limited 
experience, or the external world. "Where Knock is Open Wide," 
and "I Need, I Need" record the most primitive aspects of self, 
the small child not entirely differentiated from his parents, 
only vaguely aware of his parents as sexual partners and con-
cerned about how he fits into their relationship. The third 
poem,, "Bring the Day! 11 gives the adolescent's view of sex with 
the feeling of vigor and power it releases" "When I stand, 
I'm almost a tree. "13 The poem ooncludes,, "It's time 1D begin!/ 
To begin!" which is related to the title of the next poem of the 
sequenae, "Give Way, Ye Gates,," the opening sections of which 
reJo1oe in virility and potency: 
In the high-noon or the th1ghs~ 
In the springtime of atones, 
We'll stretch with the great stems. 4 We'll be at the bus1neas ot What m1ght be.l 
13 
Th.e primary expression or this potenc,- is sexual, that 18, the 
creative artist Who wrote the l1nes is telling or another kind 
ot creativity, the first stirrings or Wh1oh are just as exciting 
as the J>b1's1cal. The protagonist Who desires the woman., 
A Wishl A W18hl 
o lovely Chink, o -.m.1te 
Way- to another graoetl:> 
desires the beaut¥, the an.tmation, the eVeJ"l'th1ng•he-1s-not 
long before be finds a specit10 obJeot 1n which to focus this 
desire: 
The poke ot the wind'• oloae11 
But l can•t go leaping alone. 
Por 70u., ~ pond{ 
Rock!:ng with sma 1 fish, 
I•m an otter with onlJ' one nose.16 
and before he can t1nd a spec1t1c obJeot, he must t11'8t find 
out more about hilmelt. 
11
'lbe Lost SOn.. 1a the tooal point 1n the struggle tor 
manhood and selt-1dent1t1eat1on. t.rhe crux ot his trtX'Ugle lies 
1n the birth ot self, not in the phJ'a10&1 sense as in the 
earlier poems. but in the pqohologioal seruM. This birth is at 
best uncertain When viewed tram the pit of psychic non-existence 
l4cJ1ve Wq, Ye Oates," 2, p. 80. 
l5»o Lull Me .. wi1 Me," 2. p. a3. 
16DW·, p. 84. 
14 
In both section two,, "The P1t,, 0 and section three, "'l'he Gibber" 
(to be examined more closely later), the birth or aelf as know-
ing and conscious or self is enacted. Section tour,, "'fhe 
Return,tt marks a p~aical return ot the eon to his tatner•a 
nouae, the greenhouee,, and an attempt on the part ot the protag-
onist to aee the tathe:r ob,3eot1ve11. The titth section .. "It waa 
beginning winter,/An in-between t11le," the indefinite time of 
realization .. explores the relat:S.Onahip between recognition ot 
the father and aelt-1dent1Q'. Winter 1s aaaooiated with seeking 
the father, and light, apeo1tioall7 in this poem. 1a the image 
ot aelt conac1oueneaa. !'he trembling queat1on111g 1 "Wea it light 
with1n7/ ••• st1llnese 'becoming alive," captures the small voice 
ot a newl.1" emerged aelt. 
'the problem ot aelt-1dent1t7 18 turtber explored 1n "The 
Long Alley,," cloael7 related to the preceding poem 1n the nadir 
of alienation and bleak desolation it preaenta. tt'l'he Long 
Alle1" can be underatood either aa the birth canal, or s1mpl7 
a d.al'k,, death-threatening alley. Section one ooncludee, "-
gates are all oavea." 'l'be gates of lite, the birth oanal,,re-
main closed,, and the womb ia a oaveJ the protagonist cannot 
get out,, a highl.J' appropriate image to indicate the tremendous 
p&JOhological struggle one undergoes 1n striving tor manhood 
and self-knowledge. 'l'he protagon1st•a pa;vchologioal birth,, the 
bis-th ot "I," points up the probl•• ot adultness,, of guilt, or 
reapona1b1lity, and the loss ot innocence and unawareness. 
15 
Formerly, "I lived 1n a simple drowse,"17 or "a watery drowee,"18 
but now,, "the wind gives me acales,"19 an image ot regression to 
a primeval, pre-human time 1n the evolutiona17 time-table. He 
reels less than hwnan. These intense feelings of guilt and 
regression seem related to sexual desire and sexual release: 
Believe me, knot of gr1atl•t I bleed like a treeJ 
I dream ot nothing but boal'ClSJ 
I could love a duck.20 
It•• dark 1n this wood, aoft mocker. 
For whom have I swelled 11ke a seed? 
What bOne-aobe I bave.21 
The protagonist aeeka to reconcile the poa1t1ve creative aspects 
ot sexual power with aelt-4estruot1ve, uncontrolled lust. 
Atter the crucial experience ot wi thdra-1, depicted moet 
terribly 1n "'l'he Lost Son" and "!he Long Alley" there is a more 
positive aaaert1on ot light, ot seeing, 1n the poems oonolud1ng 
th1a level ot the pe7oholog1oal od7•••7. The constant spiralling 
trom regression to rebirth moves outward to 1n0lude other 
creaturea. Graduall7 there ia a ahUt 1n the emphasis 1n the 
poems trom the destructive power ot lust to the puritJ'ing and 
renewing capao1t7 of creative and controlled aexual1tJ'. The 
individuated# aelt•knOWing person., because of hie selt-aaauranoe., 
17 "'l'he Shape ot Fire 1 " ii 1 p. 66. 
18•A Field ot Light," 1, p. 62. 
19"'.l'he Long AllQ"," 3 1 P• 60. 
20"o1ve Way, Ye Oates,," 1, p. 79. 
2l"Pra1ae to the End!" l, p. 85. 
16 
is now able to relate to others. ''A Field ot L1gl'1t" depicts 
individuation and masteey acbieved: 
The great elm tilled witn birds. 
• • • • • • • • The tat larlc eans 1n tne field 
• • • • • • • • #"tft 
I saw the eeparateneas or all thir.gat~~ 
Now that he ia oa.pable or aeeing his own eeparateneGs, bis own 
ir..div1dualit7, he is capable ot seeing living th.infs• arour"d him 
ui. the 1r unique eepara tei'less. 
The eenaitivit7 which allows the pl'Otagonist to empathi.Zs 
with "the lovely diminutives .. " ("Ule tema •• .and the pulsing 
lizards./And the new plants, still aWlcward. 1n their soil,") 
allows him to establUh a hal:'lllon1ous Nlationsbi.p between him-
self end nature. to see n.t.maelt a.al part or the Whole pattern ot 
evolution. 'fbia vision or being 1:1.nked 1n the evolut1c'ma!7 
pattertV· is reentorced later in the love poetrJ'a "M7 lad7 1a\&lb8 
deligbttng in What 1a./It she but aigha, a bird pute out ita 
tongue."t3 Hia lad:' who oa:n converse with all natu.rie br1n&a him 
to a deeper awareness o~ the unitJ tor Which bis aoul longs • 
.. Ood bless the roota l-~ and soul u-e one I .. 24 he can 881' 1n 
one ot his t1nal l.1'rios. 
22"A 1'1el4 ot Light,," 3,, p. 63. 
23"She, ft p. 129. 
24n'lbe Right ••J.n&1" p. 250. 
---
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But the very Joy ot his heightened and maturing con-
sciousness ia later called the "angu18h ot concreteness,"25 so 
that the protagon1at•s dilemma is that while be longs to be god-
like,, master, unique, and apart. he also longs tor union and 
completion in another or 1n the othe:tt. How to reoonolle these 
desires 1s the basic matte.r of the later poetry. 
The reoono1l1at10n tor Raethke eeems to be t1nall7 
aob1eved 1n the love tor the One, Eternal Being,. God. Ood is 
not dead tor RoethkeJ be is the obJeot ot all deail'tng, as 
these vei-sea t'rcml two poems 1n bis .final volume 1nd10ate1 
M:f soul 1a atlll ID1" aoul,, and at111 tbe_Son, 
And lmowing thia, I am not yet undone.&6 
LoM hear me out, and beU' me out tb1a da7L 
Pl'om • to '!'bee's a long an4 terrible W8J'.1ll' 
'1'be last poems ot tl8 bi~ are pnmar117 a .101'tul at-
tirmat1on ot manboOd. In seot1on three ~ both •1Pn.1se to the 
End i" and "Untold S Untold I u the protqon1at remember& child· 
hood ~ienc••• 
25"1 Cr?!, Love I .Lovel ,'' 2,. p. 92. 
26"Intirm1t¥," p. 244. 
'il'f "!l'tle Marrow, " p. M6 • 
2B"PN18e to the Enc:U, 0 3, p. 87. 
F1.sh1D&, I caught 111¥&elt belUnd the eara. 
Alone, 1n a sleep-daze .. I stared at the billboards.i 
I was tar back, .fatber than anybod1' else. 
On the Jaokpine plaina I hunted the bird nobody knows.29 
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The poems then move t~ 1n time to hie present state ot 
matur1t:r. In "I Cey.. Love l Love I" the pattern ohanges1 eeot1on 
11.ree ot this poem depicts ounent experience ot nature instead 
ot remembranOe ot ohildhoo4,. Which see• to 1nd1oate a purgation 
or Nleaae tram ohildhood trauma. The protagoniat ha& treed 
himself ot h1a res;reaeive tJ.xation and taces t~.. "as a man 
turns to taoe the on-oOlldn& anow.'*30 918 ,...._tor hU new 
h'eedOll u evident J.n the oonoluaion ot tb.18 Pf*t,1 
Wbo untied the tree? I remember 
Now. Ve met in a neat. Bei'oft I lived. 
'lbe dok bail' Sighed. 
We DeYll" enter 
Alone.'4 
m 
"Sbol't Poems, 1951•53" the tihal pose ot W~k.t.:g; (1953), 
mark a retum to the world of order and logio as exempl1f'1ed 1n 
the tJ.gbt atruotural torm and the fqlltaotio ordenng. The,- are 
reminiaoent ot the poems of 9f!n Bouee .. h't the "snort Poems" 
are m.ore mature and varied 1n teohnique and theme. Another 
a1gnit'1oant aapeot or these poems 18 that theJ reveal .. how b1 
becoming capable ot love, other people oome into b18 l~e,and 
29"t.rnt0l.dl 'Urlfoldl, ft 3,, p. 89. 
30"I>eo181on,," p. 245. 
3ln1 C17, Lovel Lovel,." 31 p. 93. 
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thus into his poetry: Jar~,, bl& s tuaent; The Old lad;,, ilia 
mother; and most itcpo1·ta.1t,, the Partr,er. 'l"A··~•e poema ofi'ex' a 
plateau, 0 a .field 01~ l!Q•t 11 where noetbke reri>ted and conaol1-
da tei hie nuJUt.n and artistic powers. 'lbe waJor poetic sequence, 
11 Fou:· toi· Sir John :Davies,., ce;leoratea lite, love, arA. the 
ordex•line:aa ot the univei·M aa none of' hie prev10Ua poema baa. 
The sequence aota aa a bridge between the oontua1one and re• 
greaa1ona or the earlier poetrJ and the i:..autU\1ll1 aenaual 
and original aequencea ot love poema Which tollow. 
'lbe aer1ea ot love poems, both 1n Worde ~ the ~ and 
in I!l!. ?!£ .._Fie........,.1.-d,, otter a cont1nu1ng revelation ot the protago .. 
nat•a growing attirmation ot lite. Roethke'• ability to 
dramatJ.se and verballJ present 1n 1ta pqohologiul 1ntenaiey 
the experience of d1ttennt phaaea ot love ia exceptional. Tile 
poeme record va1at1ona 1n the lover•a attitude. nng1ng tl'Oll 
lust (The Benaualiata"), to daale ('*I Knew a Womn°),, tl'Oll 
JO)'t'ul surrender (-Verda tor the W1Dd"), to a pa1ntul naliu• 
tion ot the beloved•a 11m.1tation8 ("The Pun Ptu:7,'' "H1a 
Foreboding"). 
'the poeu in WS'JM Poi- the W1!¥1 reeol'd the male vie•, b.1a 
falling in love and the aplondor o~ bi• ladJ'., Thu 1• eapeo1al-
l7 true or poems early in the sequence, auon aa "All Eartb, All 
Air," "The Dream." However, the7 go on to explore, perhaps 
mOl'e oompletel.7 than Ul1 love poet17 1n BnsJ.1ah, the contliot 
between love and luat, that ta, the protagonist'• cont11ot 
between possesaion of' hi.s la.dy for I'1is own end,, and th.e uelf-
surrender neceBsa.cy for the sharin;,:; or niutu.al love: 
Is she what I become? 
Is this fD1' final Face? 
I find her eve'J!'J place; 
She happens, time on time--
My Hose reels for 1ny Toes 
Nature•s too much to know.32 
As their titles indicate,, the love poems 1n !t!!,.!.§!£ Pield 
explore the beloved•s response: nHer Words," "Her Longing," 
11Her Time." It 1s unusual tor a poet to record his beloved•s 
feelings and attitudes. Such a record indicates an awareneas 
of "the other" as a person, and not simply as an obJect for ego-
centric emotional release. The presentation of "her" view adds 
dimension, tension, and the aura ot unfolding drama to the 
poet%'7, Which allows one to see not onlJ her gentle acceptance, 
but the humor 1n "Her Wrath.," and 1n "'!be Happy Three." The 
problems ot moving beyond time, "the time we broke from time,,"33 
yet being forced to remain 1n 1t, an aging man) brings the 
protagonist to an ever deepening aense of h1s own possible non-
being. 11 To be something else yet still to be, 0 34 18 hie wieh. 
Thus, the very Joy celebrated 1n the love poem.a contains 
the elements of another unsettling period of regression; the 
32"'1.be Other," p. 130. 
33"L1ght Listened," p. 212. 
3'1-"Int1rm1tJ'. ft p. 244. 
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Joyful "separateness" becomes the 0angu1sh ot concreteness," 
and the small death brings into clear tocua the other dying man 
must race. 
IV 
Prom the laat period oome the t1rst meditations which, 
al though not aa well known as some ot Raethke' e shorter, more 
anthologized poems ("I .Knew a Woman" or ''In a Dark Time"), torm 
n1a single greatest ach1evemer1t. ~ !!£. P1eld, published post-
numousl7 in 1964, Gpena with "'fhe Horth American sequenoe,"35 
a work exhibiting a total integration among el.aenta of sound,, 
image,, and tona, and one 1n Which aap11c1't7 ot language makes 
transparent the 1ntena1Q' ot feeling. It records 1n spiritual 
terms the Journey of the aelt toward the "tar field" ot death. 
For Roethke it haa been a tt3ourne7 to the 1nter10rn 1n that the 
mature eelt, purified b7 love and surrender, largely treed trom 
the deman48 or the bodJ', 18 seeking 1ta t1nal meaninS, 1ta final 
torm Which it t1nda 1n the beauty and perteotion ot "the rose.'' 
Roethke 1s dialectical opposition or images 1a moat tul.17 
explored 1n this sequence which attempts to reconcile the mean.ins 
ot JOUJ."'ne7in8 ( n Journey to the Interior n) and atlllneaa ("Medi-
tation at Oyster B.iver•), the waters ("~Long Waters"), and 
35..rh1s sequence, to be examined in somewhat more detail in 
chapter tive, haa been called "a quest tor salvation. a kind ot 
contemporary P1ifi11ts F19••" bJ' HUgh Staple• 1n "Rose 1n the 
sea-Wind: A Rea!iii o Odore Roetbke'• 'NOl'th American 
Sequence.,•" American Literature .. VI {llQ', 1964), p. 198. 
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the f'1eld ("The Far Field 0 ) • T'aese images represent tlle con-
.fl ict within the poet between beint3 and becoming., life and death., 
flesh and spirit. Interwoven among the maJor image& 1s the 
recurring motif or the protagonist himself 1n the tree., and the 
stone., and his anima 1n the !'lowers and birds. The final 
reconciliation is aO'hieved "where salt and treSh water meet.," 
the place o.f the rose., "rooted 1n stone., keeping the whole ot 
light. 1136 The rooted stalk has produced the sea-blown rose. 
This last volume culminates 1n the beaut1tul and strictly 
tormal short lyrics which are very simple in the Blakian sense, 
celebrating the mystic experience of the unity of all in Ood1 
and the final purity which can be achieved only by death, ex-
emplified 1n this lyric partially preaenteda 
Now I adore ~ lite 
With the Bird, tbe abiding Leat, 
With the Fish, the questing Snail, 
And the are altering allJ 
And I dance with William Blake 
Por love, tor Love• a sakeJ 
And evel'J'thinS oomea to One, 
As we dance on, dance on, dance on.Yr 
36nnie J\oae," it, p. 205. 
37 "onoe More the Round." p. 251. 
TME PATTERN OF ROETHKE'S IMAGERY 
I 
In an investigation of the pattern of Roethke's imagery 
two tacts become immediately apparent: that his metaphor is 
his meaning and that he speaks 1n a colloquial voice, one that 
reaches the whole man through archetypal symbol rather than 
through literary allusion. Citing Jung's ideas can clarity 
what is meant by such a 8Jmbolr 
The living symbol shapes and formulates an essential 
unconecioua factor, and the more generally this fac-
tor prevails, the more general 1s the operation ot 
the symbol: ••• The symbol is always a creation of an 
extremely complex nature, since data proceeding from 
every psychic function have entered into 1ta oompo-
a1t1on. Hence 1ta nature 18 neither rational nor 
1rrat1ona1.1 
The symbol is not an allegory and not a sign, but 
an image ot a content that largely transcends con-
sciousness. Yet SJUlbols can degenerate into signs 
and become dead symbols when the meaning hidden 
within them is fully revealed, when 1t loses its 
richness of implication because its whole content 
has been made accessible to reason. Por an authentic 
le. o. Jungt Ps1cholo51cal TypelJ (New York: Harcourt. 
Brace & co., 19241, pp. 6oS:07. POFO'ontirmation ot Roethke •s 
reading ot Jung, attested by both his wife and his close 
friend, Stanley Kunitz, see Karl Malkott, Theodore Roethke: An 
Introduction to the Poetey (New York: Colum'61i Univerel'Ey 
Press, !966) , p. -s9. 
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symbol can never be tully explained. We can open up 
th.e rational part or 1t to our consciousness., but the 
irrational part can only be bl'Ought home to our 
ree11ng.2 
The reason the symbol can never be tully explained is that the 
tallness of its meanir.g lies in the collective unconscious.3 
such an authentic symbol Jung calls an archetype.4 
Jung's description Of the symbol-making proceES presents 
an accurate picture of Roethke, the poet: 
Only the passionate yearning or a highly developed 
mind., tor whom the dictated s;ymbol no longer con-
tains the highest reconciliation 1n one expression, 
can create a new symbol. • •• For this co-operation 
ot antithetic states to be at all possible, they 
must both stand side by side 1n fullest conscious 
opposition. Such a condition necessarily entails 
a violent disunion with oneself., even to a point 
where thesis and antithesis mutually deny each 
other, While the ego is still forced to recogniZe 
its absolute participation in both. • •• But the ego 
rent between thesis and antithesis finds 1n the 
2Jolande Jacob1 1 'l.'he Pszchol§f.' or c. a. ~ (New Haven: 
Yale University Presa, I9'62}, p. • - - -
3c. J. Jung, Man and H1s Sabol (London: Aldus Books 
1964), p. 107: rnoitsliiiPlY"the eo!l'ective unconscious is "that 
part or the psyche which retains and transmits the common 
psychological inheritance or mankind." 
4u0ne can speak of an archetype only when these two aspects (the image and the emotional cfiiiii) are simultaneous. When 
there 1s merel7 the image, then there 1a aimpl.¥ a word-picture 
ot little consequence. But by be1ng charged with emotion, the 
image gains numinoaity (or psychic energy)J it becomes dynamic, 
and consequences or some kind must flow trom it. 0 Jung, Man 
and His SY!!bol, p. 96. -
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uniting middle tenitor, 1ts reoonolling and unique 
expression. • •• Hence, the energ created b1' the 
tenaion ot the opposites tlowa into the mediatory 
expression,, prqtecttns it againat the conflict ot 
the oppoaitea.5 
It one agre•a that the above describers Roethke'• poetic 
rs1aon ~'etre., then it is moat useful to consider the pattern 
ot bis Smase!7 as a aeries ot motita 1n which the important 
events in his Joumey toward psychic wholeness ai--e dramatised 
(more than recorded) 1n terms of pe7chicall7 charged archetypal 
images, capable of 1noreas1ng s1gnif1oance and dialectical im• 
plication. The images, s1noe tlley are archetypal., have at times 
negative and at other timea positive aspects; ot themselves 
the7 are neutral,. as is all material trom the unoonsciou.a. The 
cultural environment of the individual in Which the unconecioua 
matter comes to light provides the context tor value Judgment• 
on such material. The poet who deal• with elemental aspeota 
ot lite, with au.t"f'1c1ent 1ntu1tion and intelligence to perceive 
the underlying sig.n1ticat1on ot words adds to hia poetey when 
he oan uae them symbolically. The good poet makea metaphoraJ 
the better poet, by universalizing,. makes qmbols. 
This is not to say that Roethke's poems do not literall7 
mean what they aay, tor aa one or1t1c put its 
I can think ot no poet, 1n tact, who is more literal 
tban RoethkeJ it 1a hie 11ten11t7 Which strikes 
the reader trom the tirat; and atter the s11nbolic 
levels rise to tne surface, and expand and trans-
5Jung, Pszchologioal '!)pea, pp. 607-09. 
rorm our understanding or the literal, it is still 
the literal which impresses ~s above all, and which 
survives to haunt our minds.b 
For example the line "In that slow dark that widens every 
eye, 117 describes literally the reaction of the iris in relation 
to the eye-lens when subJected to darkness) or another less 
direct example: 
The oyater•s weeping root, 
And the incipient star--8 Are part of what she is, 
is literally true. We participate, in our growth from ta1l.ed 
embryo to adult, 1n the evolutionary scheme, though most people 
do not reflect on the fact. Both ot these examples, while they 
present a literal, biological truth, present also a p~oholog1-
cal truth. 
II 
To interpret Roethke's archetypes it is neoessacy to in-
vestigate briefl.7 his concept ot man. If the matter ot hie 
poetry ia the Joumey from the primal tall toward final unity, 
then the terms ot the Joume1 must be understood. Sinee an 
archetype 1s valid tor every era ot every c1vil1Bat1on,, that 1a, 
6H1l ton Kramer,, "The PoetX'J' ot Theodore Roethke," Western 
Review. XVIII (Winter. 1954),, p. 141. 
7"she," p. 129. 
8ttwords tor the Wind•" 4,, p. 125. 
it addresses itaelt to what is universally human, one must 
understand what Roethke thought or man to interpret his images 
or man: 
I believe that to go torward as a spiritual man it 
ia necessary first to go baok. Any h1&toJ."1' of the 
psyche (or allegorical JOU'rney) 1a bound to be a 
succession ot experiences, a1milar yet &1ss1m1lar. 
There 18 a perpetual alipp~-back, then a going-
torwardJ but there is some progress." Are not 
some experiences so powerrtll and ao profound ••• 
that they repeat themselve,, thrust themselves 
upon us, again and again, with variation and Change, 
each time bringing us closer to our 0tm most par-
tieular (and thus most universal) reality? ••• 
To begin at the depths and come out---tbat is 
ditt1cultJ tor tew know Where the depths are or 
can recognise them; or, if they do, are afraid. 9-
The images ot this "allegorical Journey" are the tall, 
the cave, the pit or the dark wood, and the path. Fall ex-
presses on the negative side guilt,, on the positive aide Joy, 
w1 th regard to the sexual act. In a broader sense 1 t represents 
the tall t:rom the womb into physical awareness and the .fall 
into self-knowledge, psychological awareness. When a child 
falls. he is hurt phJ's1callyJ when an adult falls he is hurt 
psychologically (as 1n love) or spiritually (as in sin). A 
fall can be used positively. can reeult 1n an extension ot con-
aciousneaa or can create a brokenness which can hardly be 
healed. In Jung's terms such an interruption in the dally flow 
ot events is the means by which man matures, though there is a 
s1gn1t1cantly close encounter with dying necessary to achieve 
9.Q!! !!!!_ ~ and !!!!. Craft, p. 39. 
--
such maturity: 
The most intense conflicts,, if overcome, leave be• 
hind a senae ot se~ and calm wh1Ch 1e not 
easily disturbed, or else a brokenness that oan 
hardly be healed. Conversely, 1 t is Just these 
intense conflicts and their conflagration Which 
are needed 1n order to produoe ifaluable and lasting 
resulta.10 
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The dark wood or pit, Where the Journey starte, can be 
broadly termed birth imagery, b&:tth at a psychological level 
tor which tbe image or cave or pit 18 moat frequent; but 1n the 
later poems birth at a spiritual level, which is moat often 
described by the dark WOOdll or the abyss. The greenhouse, too, 
is a womb,, tem.ing with lite., where the rooting stalk, the 
seedling tree are impregnated. 'lbua womb imagery is positive 
1n that it nour18hes and protects, negative 1n that it impedes 
growth beyond a certain point. 
After the dislocation ot the tall, order (Q.rdnung) is 
eatabliahed through 1he path. 'l"he un1vereal1ty or arcbet7Pal 
s1gn1t"1cance ot the 11patb" becomes apparent when the Taoist 
concept is incorporated with the westerns 
Tao means patb, way, but since it also has the 
meaning ot speech, the term ie at times rendered 
bJ' logos. • •• 'l'he pertect revelation or tao., 111 
therefore., not th.e man who goes bis way· without 
10Jaoob1, p. 55. 
ll"The dark enchanted woOd is the starting point, the 
point to which ever;vman must return 1n order to make hie fresh 
start." Dorthy Sqers., Introducton Paptra on Dante (New York: 
Harper Bros. .. 1954) ., p. 1ts9. -
alteration, but the man who comb~2 a the maximum ot change with the purest unity. 
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Jung describes Tao as "the union of opposites through the middle 
path."13 The path then ia the way man must walkJ it represents 
the order (Ordng that father brings) one must establish in 
one•s lite to survive. 
The two necessary physical organs tor the protagonist on 
his Joumey are his eyes and his h.andtu hia eye because it is 
the phJ'aioal organ ot vision (in Roetbke•a work eye can often 
be read I and sometimes the supreme "I .. Who Am. 11 )1 the .band. 
because it is the means by which the eye reaches out to work, 
to others. to love. On the negative aide. the use ot the eye 
and the hands is a source ot guilt feelings. especially at 
the sexual level. 
It the way man must walk is "the middle path," achieved 
through a union ot opposites, what tor Roethke are the basic 
terms of opposition? The antecedents upon which he draws his 
l2Mart1n Buber• Po1n!§!ir the Way (Hew York: Harper & 
Row Torchbook, 1963),, pp. - • 
l3Jacob1. p. 135. 
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motifs or opposition are at the philosophic level Hegei,14 who 
first conceived of man as a dynamic whole with elements or 
reason and non-reason interacting,. and at the psychological 
level Jung,15 who saw the person as struggling to build a strong 
sense or self trom the contrary but complementary forces or his 
psyche (conscious and unconscious; ego and anima). 
llJa. G. Collingwood, 'rhe Idea ot H1atorz (New York: 
Galaxy Books, Oxford Univeri'RY Priai'; Igst;), p. 117• "The 
reason whose plans are executed in history 1a, tor Hegel neither 
an abstract natural reason nor a tranacendent divine reason, 
but human reason, the reason ot finite persons. And the rela-
tion which he aaeerta between reason and paaa1on is not a 
relation between God or nature as rational and man as passionate 
but a relation between human reason and human passion. • •• 
Hegel's rationalism is ot a very curious kind because it con-
ceives irrational elements as essential to reason itself. This 
conception of the intimate relation between reason and unreason 
in human lite and 1n mind as auoh heralds a new conception ot 
man, a ~am1e instead of static conception." 
15Jacob1, p. 53: "Everything human is relative, because 
everything rests on an inner polarit:n tor everything ie a 
phenomenon of energy. Energy neceaearlly depends on a pre-
existing polarity, without which there could be no energy. 
There must alw87s be high and low ••• ao that the equilibrating 
prooesa--which is energy--can take place. • •• 'l'he point 1a not 
conversion into the opposite but conservation ot previous values 
together with recognition of their opposites." 
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III 
A basis or opposition exists in the person between the 
conscious selt or ego and the soul or an1ma,16 the person•s 
contra-sexual complement. In Roethke's poetry the selt and the 
anima are the principal too1 or the imagery. Selr-1mage17 is 
very often a tree (man), a bird (poet), or a stone (his inner 
self), each denoting different aspects or the person. The tree 
with its seasons or growth and change 1& an image of the con-
scious self or ego, growing and 4evelop1ng, aeemingly dead, 
then tlour18hing again. In the earl:y poet17 the protagonist 
identities himself with a etalk trying to root 1taelt; aa he 
grows toward manhood he 1a 0almoat a treeJ"l7 then he 1s a 
t"louriehing tree, and as he approaches death he dies "inward 
like an aging tree."18 Stones serve as an apt image or the 
inner self. The following verse most plainlJ 1nd1catea the 
s1gn1t1cance Roethke attaches to the image or the stone: 
16Jung, PEholog1eal Types, pp. 593·94: "The inner 
personality is manner of one•s behaviour towards the inner 
psychic processes; it is the inner attitude, the character, 
that ls turned towards the unconscious. I term the outer at-
titude., or outer character, the peraonaJ the inner attitude 
I term the an1ma, or soul. • •• As regards the character or the 
soul ••• it maintaina, on the whole, a complementary relation 
to the outer character. Experience teaches us that the soul· 
ia wont to contain all those general human qual1t1ea the con-
scious attitude lacks. 
l7"Bring the Dayti' 2, p. 78. 
18nint1.nn1ty I If Pe 244. 
Yet for this we travelled 
With hope, and not alone, 
In the countX')' of ourselves, 
In the country of bright atone.19 
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The archetypal s1gn1f'1cance or stones, whether precious or 
plain, is reg1&tered 1n moat cultures by auch varied means as 
the use ot tombstones, stone monuments, the Black Stone or 
Mecca, Stonehenge, and is explained thua: 
For while the human being is as ditterent aa possible 
trom a stone, 1et man's innermost center 1& 1n a 
strange and special way akin to it (perhaps because 
the atone BJlllbOlizea mere existence at the f'artheat 
remove from the emotions, teelinga, tantaaiea, and 
discursive thinking or ego-consciousneaa). In this 
sense the atone aymboliZea what 1a perhaps the 
aimpleat and deepest experience--the experience or 
something eternal that man can have in those moments 
when he teela 1mmortal and unalterable.20 
I'I 
The anima is the inner, contra-sexual ollaX'acter of' the 
pa1cheJ it 1a not precisely the same aa the Christian concept 
ot aou1.21 All aspects ot the anima conoept cannot be tull1 
developed hereJ however, there is evidence trom widely 
varied aouroea regarding the un1veraal1t;v of' an 1ntemal, an-
drognous oont11ct which the person experiences 1n bis striving 
l9"Tbe Harah Countl"J"," p. a65. 
20Jung. !!.n. ~ !!! §l!bol, p. 209. 
21An example ot a well known Chriat lrm a1,1ima proJection 
would be St. Francia ot Assisi's devotion to .Lady Poverty. 
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for wholeness.22 
As he matures, the nature of Roethke's anima becomes more 
clearly defined in his own mind,. until in his experience or 
love, he discovers in a specific woman his soul-image.23 It is 
through this woman,. who for him is more than herself, that he 
learns to relate meaningfully to the external world. The 
images or the anima are flowers, fish, water, anything green or 
white, and growing; but on1he negative side they are witches, 
stagnant water, dry seeds, slime, that which is sterile, as 
opposed to that which is fertile. 
Water is an important and complex image. Although it is 
22In Freudian terms the conflict can be described thus: 
"At the deepest level the androgynous or hermaphroditic ideal 
or the unconscious reflects the aspiration ot the human body to 
reunify Eros and the death instinct. The dualism or masculine-
feminine is merely the transposition into gential terms of the 
dualism or activity and passivity and represents the unstable 
fusions or Eros and Death at war with each other." N. o. Brown, 
Lite Against Death (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University 
Press, I959), p. 132. The Chinese say more simply: "He who 
lives his manhood yet holds to his womanhood, he ls the river-
bed of all the world." Buber, p. 41. 
23Jung, Ps!cholo,ical Types, pp. 111-113: "The second 
stage or the 1na vidua Ion process is characterized by the 
encounter with the •soul-image• ••• 'l'he archetypal figure ot 
the soul-image alwqs stands tor the complementary, oontra-
sexual part of the psyche, reflecting both our personal relation 
to it and the universal human experience of the contra-sexual • 
••• The variety of forms 1n which the soul-image may appear is 
well nigh inexhaustible. It is seldom unequivocal,. almost 
always complex and ambiguous •••• The first bearer of the soul-
1mage is always the mother (for a man)." 
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often the anima (a lake or pond), it also can be the "ultimate 
waters 11 24 which wind around the self: 
The waves less than the ripples made by rising fish, 
The lacelike wrinkles of the wake widening, thinning out, 
Sliding away from the traveler's eye, 
• • • • • • • Our motion continues.25 • 
Water is literally at the physical or biological level, that 
ancient element out of which all life came, the home of the 
fish parent and the "teneoled sea oousins."26 
• 
In the early poems the anima is the protagonist's unknown 
complement, always a part of himself. In his later poems, 
after she has materialized as a specific woman, the image ~s 
refined because, although she does become part of him, she 
retains her selfhood and thus cannot be wholly he. The working 
out of this relation forms the basic tension of the love poems. 
To read all anima imagery simply at the sexual level is 
to misunderstand the nature ot the anima, and to negate the 
level ot Roethke's achievement 1n tuaing various levels of 
experience. In using images with obvious sexual implications 
he usually means something more, if not always something other 
than the obvious.21 
24 11 Praise to the Endl" 4, p. 88. 
25 11The Rose," 2, p. 203. 
26 11'l'he Long Waters," 2,, p. 196. 
2'7see poems like "The Tranced,," p. 237 or "'l'he Moment," 
p. 238. 
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For Raethke the specific woman never completely exhausted 
his anima. She brought him outside of himself, was the vessel 
by means of whieh he experieneed love, beauty, and order, but 
his search tor self-eompletion was not satisfied by the woman. 
Ot her nature she was limited. Although she "wakes the ends or 
life,"28 she is not Lite; although she makes love visible, she 
is not Love. Thus, Roethke's later poetry has an increasingly 
mystical tone, a continui1ig search tor the transcendent, tor 
God. 
By transcending his soul-image 1n his longing tor a final 
purity, Roethke moves forward, at a spiritual level, seeking 
"the light that stayed. 11 29 The coming of light 1s related to 
the comi..'"lg of consciousness, an event whioh not only dis• 
tinguishes man 1n the evolutionary scheme, but one which 1n its 
implications taseinates and bewilders. In the poetry, images 
of light offer beatitude; the absence or light threatens non-
being. 
In mystical experience and experiences of love, birth, 
and death, whieh for a spiritual person participate in the 
mystical. man can enjoy a higher consciousness or, 1n religious 
terms, an awareness of the Divine Presence. Most simply a 
mystical experience is "an experimental perception of God or 
28 11words for the Wind,," 4. p. 125. 
29"The Lost Son," 5, p. 58; 
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His Presence."30 It has to do with a perception or intuition 
or "divine immanence, "31 or the Divine Indwelling, so that one 
has a sense of being united with Pure Being. 
Roethke's development in the mystic's way is obvious 1n 
these passages written Just months before his death: 
It is paradoxical that a very sharp sense of' the being, 
the identity or some other being--and 1n some instances, 
even an inanimate thing--brings a corre•pond1ng heighten-
ing and awareness of.' one's own selt, and, even more 
mysteriously, in some instances, a feeling of' the one-
ness of' the universe.32 
'l'his is because: 
Everything that lives is holy •••• St. Thomas says, "God 
is above all things by the excellence or His natureJ 
nevertheless, He is 1n all things as causing the being 
of.' all things." 'l'heref'ore, 1n call3.os... upon the snail., 
I am calling, in a sense, upon God.3' 
For there is a God, and He's here, immediate, accessible. 
I don•t hold with those thinkers that believe in this 
time He is farther away, that 1n the Middle Ages, f'or 
instance, He was closer. He 1s equally accessible now, •••• 
In the lowest forms of' life, he moves and has His being. 
Nobody has killed off the snails. Is this a new thought? 
Hardly. But it needs some practicing in Western society.34 
Ralph Jlills says that this state of awareness 1n Roethke 
••• led him to comprehend and to incorporate in his writing 
the continuous but nearly imperceptible commun1cat1on 
30cuthbert Butler, Western ~st1c1sm (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1923), p. 299. 
31Ibid., p. 302. 
32Ibid., p. 24. 
330n the Poet and His Craft, p. 25. 
34Ib1d., p. 'Zl. 
that; goes on among all living things; as well as to 
know moments of heightened awareness in which his rela-
tion and thf!,t of the created world to the Divine were 
suggested.3!:> 
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Very briefly, then, the pattern of Roethke's imagery is 
the result or his profound insight and almost tactile percep-
tion of the evolutionary pattern each man lives out in his life 
span. It represents his schema for expressing the struggle 
to affirm life by striving toward integration and wholeness or 
self. the fragmented aspects of which continually confront 
man in this society. To see more clearly how it operates in 
the poetry. several poems will now be examined 1n detail. 
35fta1ph J. Mills. Jr., Contemporm American Poetn: (Mew 
York: Random House, 1965), p. 71. 
THE SIARCH FOR SELF 
I 
Betore beginning a detailed reading ot the poetry ot 
Theodore Raethke some general commenta on his poetic technique 
are in order because ot the perception and authority with which 
he explored form. Three ot hia essays, now collected into a 
single volume are particularly ueetul: "Open Letter,:1 How to 
Write Like Somebody Elee, n and ••some Remarks on Rhythm. u1 '1He 
inaiate again and again that h1a work must be read aloud.2 A• 
it to emphasize this, he has read hia poetry both on record~ 
and in a tilm.4 
Roetbke eucceastull;y used both rigid., formal pattems--
tor example the villanelle "Wak1ng" or "The Right Th1ng 1*--and 
tree torm, as in the meditations and in the poems ot the bio-
graphical sequence, He wae vitally concerned with rhythm and 
its relationship to what he wanted to say: 
1tta1ph J. Mills, Jr., ed., On the Poet and His Craft (Seattle: University or Washington Jri1ii;"!905T.-
21b1d., pp. '57, 43, 60. 
3Folkways Record tl9736, New York, 1962. 
41!! !. ~ !!!l!.1 Poetry Society ot san Francisco, 1964. 
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We must keep 1n mind that rhythm is the entire movement, 
the flow, the recurrence of stress and unstress that is 
related to the rhythms of the blood, and the rhythms of 
nature. It involves certainly stress, pitch, time, the 
texture of words, the total meaning of 1.he poem.5 
Regarding the poet who used tree forms, he said: 
He must keep his eye on the object, and his rhythm must 
move as a mind moves, must be imaginatively right, or 
he is lost.6 
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As tor Roethke's diction, there is a predominance of 
concrete one or two syllable words of Anglo-Saxon derivation. 
An example of concreteness is his nominal use of the adJective: 
"the rocks south of quiet;"7 "Ye littles, lie more close;n8 
"Come, littlest, come tenderest;"9 his use ot which displays 
not only his profound grasp of the potential of the English 
language at a technical level, but also his insight into the 
psychological impact of words. Hilton Kram.er, speaking speci-
fically of 0Where Knock is Open Wide,u comments: 
Here the drama has really become words& it is as if 
Mallarme 's admoni t1on to Degas-.!'Maia, Degas, ce nest .I?!! 
avec des idees guhn tait des vers,<ret avec des mots 1 --
Iii'crrliii'11y oeen ee'(liQ'Dy the properpoet.lU- -
50n the Poet and His Craft, p. 78. 
6 .~ •• p. 83. 
'"Praise to the End!/' 2,, p. 86. 
8 ii In Evening Air, ti p. 240. 
9"The Long Alley," 4, p. 61. 
lOJtram.er, p. 136 
4o 
A brief passage, depicting a fishing trip which the protagonist, 
then a young boy, enjoyed with his father, exemplifies Kramer's 
remark; 
I was sad tor a fish. 
Don•t hit him on the boat, I said. 
Look at him purr. He's trying to talk. 
Papa threw him back. 
Bullheads have whiskers. 
And they bite. 
He watered the roses. 
His thumb had a rainbow. 
The stems said, Thank you. 
Dark came early.ll 
Here is the relationship,. or characterization, the incident or 
plot• and the retrospective comment, focused into ten brief, 
but compelling lines. 
His images and telescoped metaphors often probe to the 
heart of associativity, giving his language a freshness and 
vitality that make it lastingly current. This instinct for 
the simple, concrete expression also helps him to objectify 1n 
images non-verbal states or being, to successtully depict the 
timeless moment of birth, the child's view of sex, the shape of 
lust. In an elegiac tribute to Roethke, Richard Eberhardt says: 
He had an instinctive sense or the justice or words, 
their economy 1n use, their connotative values, their 
combining strengths to give delight and to increase in 
us, the receivers, the large increase and head7 flow 12 of his intellectual, sensuous, and spiritual knowledge. 
ll"Where Knock is Open Wide," 4, p. 73. 
l2Eberhardt, p. 613. 
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II 
On childhood experience in and around the family's com-
mercial greenhouses Roethke has fi.Xed his unique stamp, drawing 
for his metaphor upon the raw stuff or daily lite. The paradox 
of the lush, steaming abundance of tropical fertility, sustained 
by the ordering and controlling hand of the father, surrounded 
by the windswept Michigan winter, ottered him a system of 
dialectic as well as a motif or imagery. 
The greenhouse poems present a positive view of life as 
growth and portray an involvement with living and growing 
which his first volume or poetry lacked. or this group, 
"Cuttings, later 0 is a good point of departure for the dis-
cussion or specific poems, because the imagery or the arche-
typal rebirth, the interior struggle, is seen clearly tor the 
t1rst time. Terse and richly meaningful at several levels this 
poem is quoted entire: 
This urge, wrestle, resurrection or dry sticks, 
Cut stems struggling to put down feet, 
What saint strained so much, 
Rose on such lopped limbs to a new life? 
I can hear,underground, that sucking and sobbing, 
In my veins, in my bones I reel it--
The small waters seeping upward, 
The tight grains parting at last, 
When sprouts break out, 
Slipperf as fish, 
I quail, lean to beginnings, sheath-wet. 
The "dry sticks" wrestle, struggling to put down roots. The 
poet can hear within them the sucking ot the sap as it seeps up 
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and the grains of bark finally parting when the new sprouts 
break out. This is the literal picture. The protagonist re-
lates this literal scene to himself as everyman, striving for 
psychological and spiritual growth. What saint worked so hard 
to reach a purer life? What infant or mother strained so much 
in accomplishing parturition? Roethke, stripping aside all that 
is inessential, in "strict and pureu language dramatizes what a 
human beginning is at the physical, psychological, and spiritual 
levels.13 
The effect is new life. How does it come about? Again 
in strict language he dramatizes it: "I quail lean to begin-
nings, sheath-wet." All new l11'e involves a cutting apart, 
whether a birth cord or a plant stem, and a "straining" to 
break through to now. This hid.den struggle must be undertaken 
to grow; Roethke was "leaning to beg1rm1ngs" as a poet as well 
as a man in this volume. 
"eutt1ngs, later" is a carefully controlled experiencing 
or vigorous, outward-thrusting life. The poem's view is in-
terior, however, and the image is of the interior struggle. 
The protagonist as the image of udry sticks" is Roethke's 
enduring image for himself. as a conscious. maturing person. 
It can be called the ego motif or his poetry. The "dry sticks" 
grow into a tree out ot which blossoms a rose, the transcendent, 
enduring aspect of his person, while the tree will become a 
lJ"Open House," p. 3. 
broken, dy1ng1ree, the physical aspect of his person. The 
"dry sticks" will finally die, but not until they have rooteu 
and flowered. 
III 
As one moves from the greenhouse poems which f'o:r·m some-
thing of a pz·ologue for the biography, to the core poem, ilThe 
Lost Son, 1114 (a sequence of five poems) it is immediately ap-
parent that the various image motifs appear here 1n their first 
thematic richness. For the most part these images are pre• 
sented in their negative aspeots: for example anim.a. imagery 
as "Mother Mildew,," the pit, and the oir.der-rose, and ego 
imagery as a rat, an otter, and stalks. 
Of the five poems which comprise this cycle, the orux of 
the struggle to be born, to becon1e a person,, is illuminated in 
seotion three, "The Gibber, tr which opens: 
At the wood's mouth, 
By the cave's door, 
I listened to something 
I had heard before, 
Dogs of the groin 
Barked and howled, 
The sun was against me, 
The moon would not have me. 
l4A partial listil}g of cr1t1e1sm of "The Lost Son": 
Kunitz, Poet?li LXXIII (Jan., 1949) 222•25; Burke, iewanee 
Review, LVII \Winter,, 1950), 58-10~; Mills, Theodore Hoethke, 
tlnlversity of Minnesota Presa" 1963. 
The weeds whined, 
The snakes cried 
The cows and briars 
Said to me: Die. 
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The birth or beginning indicated 1n "Cuttings, later" produces 
the "lost son. 11 What he "had heard before" is presumably the 
howl of 0 the dogs or the groin," an image for lust that recurs 
later 1n "The Shape or Fire. 11 These three stanzas focus all 
of their emotional impact on the final word: "Die.'' 
But he does not die; he endures. The next passage de-
picts the struggle to accept and acknowledge the father without 
negating his own identity. Cold, snow, and 1ee, 1n Roethke, are 
associated with seeking the rather.15 Fear, whose look is 
capable of 11dra1n1ng the stones (the core or the son 1 s being)," is 
his rather. 
The protagonist's struggle with the rather f'or a unique 
identity is waged at several levels, one 1n feelings of' sexual 
guilt, another 1n terms of' the values which as a child he had 
unquestioningly accepted: 11 I have married my hands to per-
petual agitation,/I run, I run to the whistle of money./ 
Moneymoneymoney/waterwaterwater~Of the water-money dichotolQ", 
"the two liquidities, the two potencies,," Kenneth Burke called 
them.. nmoney out of the social order and water natural and 
universal, u16 water wins out: 11The stalk (Pou:ttished by water) 
15see a much later poem, "Deoision., .. p. 245, where facing 
"oncoming snow" is the image of turning toward God. 
16.aurke 1 p. 90. 
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still sways.n And finally "the sweeps of' light" break through 
the cave-pit-ditch, now "running white." His veins are 
nourishing him; earlier they were "running nowhere." The 
image or psychological individuation is "falling through a 
dark swirl." 
1tThe Return," part tour ot "The Lost Son,," is pictui--ed in 
terms or returning to the father's greenhouse in Winter. Once 
he has accepted the rather and himself as son,, the father can 
serve a positive function 1n his life; he can bring the warm, 
bring order: "P1pe-knook,1Scurry or warm over small plants./ 
Ordnungl Ordnung! 11 Even "the hushed forms, the bent yellowy 
weeds (i1ke himself and distinct from the beautiful flowerti}, 
moved in a slow up-sway." In the final section the light, 
the image of consciousness 1n the sense of both self-awareness 
and Transcendent Consciousness, stays: "light moved slowly 
over the frozen field, ••• Light traveled over the field;/ 
Stayed." 
IV 
As the son grows into manhood he is gradually freed of 
his guilt feelings regarding his parents. However, 1n discover-
ing the Joy and freedom or his manhood, he also discovers the 
agony or lust. 
nThe Shape of Fire" is a comment on the nature of that 
agony. This poem is difficult because the experience of passion 
is a psychological phenomenon. a non-verbal experience. one 
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which not many poets have attempted to concret1ze at the depth 
Roethkc attempts. It explores quite fully the struggle between 
human love which is lust., an act or aggression or d()l111nat1on,, 
and human love which "makes the spirit vis1ble."l7 
The image or fire has been growing 1n Roethke 1 s work. In 
nI Need, I Need," 11Dew ate fire, n but the protagonist lo1owss 
11another fire/Has roote."18 In "The Return,tt at the urire-pit" 
the rooted fire has produced a rose., the rose or lust, dead 
and sterile: " ••• roses,./The big roses, big bloody cl.1nkers.Hl9 
"The Long Alley, 11 the poem precedir.ig "The Shape of Fire" con-
oludes, "Give me my handa:/I'll take the fire." He takes the 
fire to give 1t shape or form., to gain control over it. 
The protagonist is at an age where he must recognize the 
•shape or fire• and he explores the possibility of ue1ng it, 
not only guiltlessly, but positively to bring him to the form 
of the true rose (as opposed to the cinder-rose). What he is 
seeking is a form for creative energy, not only physical but 
more important tor h1m,, artistic enero. One example ot the 
positive imagecy of tire is seen in a much later poem, .. Medita-
tions or an Old Woman": "How I wish them awake l • • • May they 
17"The Wraith," p. 106. 
l8nI Need, I Need," 4, p. 76. 
l9"The Return, 11 p. 57. 
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flame into being."20 It is this "true burningn of' the creative 
and loving heart the poet is seeking. The fires of manhood 
have not yet been purged, shaped into "true burn1ns;;n they are 
still "pits of' a tongue (9r flam.U. 11 21 
The opening lines ot "The Shape of Fire,." "What's this? 
A dish for fat lips," can be explicated as "What's thic? A 
woman ~r less complimentary te:rljLJ for me." Calling a girl a 
dish would cause no problem in the expression., "She's quite a 
dish." The term is also consistent with Roethke's earlier use 
of it, as 1n "A deep dish. Lumps in it./I can•t taste my 
mother."22 The symbol of woman as dish relates to woman as 
mother and source of nourishment. This is an example of 
Roethke•s ability to touch the vital well~spr1ngs of language. 
Woman as a dish might be archetypal, but it becomes evident 
only in slang and in good poetry, those areas where language is 
closest to life. 
In the next lines, the "nameless stranger" who has 
answered the first question is the protagonist. When asked if 
he is a bird or tree# the protagonist answers, "not everyone 
can tell." In fact, he wants to be both, poet (singing and 
20nFourth Meditation, 11 2, p. 169. 
2lnThe Shape ot Fire," 2., p. 65. 
22"I Need., I Need.," p. 74 
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non-earthbound) and man (strong, unmoving, rooted 1n earth),23 
The next three lines offer three images of' sterility and 
desolat:ton: 
Water recedes to the crying of' spj.ders. 
An old scow bumps over black rocks. 
A cracked pod calls. 
Since he cannot release himself' without help, the dish ~s asked 
to "mot:1er me out or he:r-e," this sterile place whe1--e a living 
"toad folds into stone," and "flowers are all ta.ngs. 0 "Will 
the sea ~herein he is trapped and out of which he must emerge 
to become an individuated perso[) give the wind £!!pirit, that 
which 111 outside and above himself) suck?" The protagonist 
1s asking if his unconscious can be expected to nourish the 
transcendent, when rather it is the spirit which raust help the 
sea-merged sov.l. "Wake me w1 tch {g negative aspect of "dish 1 11 
as is "fury" in the line abovi) and we'll do a dance fuot the 
later dance of "Four for Sir John Davies," but a sterile danc!) 
or rotten st1cksu (ifhich recalls the dry st1aks or "Cuttings, 
later~. He prays to the Spirit {recalling the wind above) to 
"corne near. " He wants inore than the "edge" of ulanhood, or 
awareness. Still nothing moves. The images of negation and 
sterility continue ("In the hour or ripeness the tree [he] is 
barren.")throughout the first section with only a hint of 
possible life: "The warm comes without sound." 
23In a later poem he describes himself as a "song tied to 
a tree." "Words for the Wind, 11 p. 125. 
Section two dramatizes the negative shape of fire in 
vivid, though certainly not vulgar, pictures of lust: 
Where•s the eye? 
The eye's 1n the sty. 
The ear's not here 
Beneath the hair. 
Eye should be read nI.," and the I is 1n the sty. The protago-
nist is a "two-legged dog. hunting a new hor1Zon ot howls," 
and t1nd1ng onl7 the "snakes" (1nat1nct1ve drives) and 0 st1oks" 
("rotten sticks" ot section one) of "another winter," one whose 
lust devours him~ "My meat eats me." finally the wind comes 
to his aid: "The wind sharpened itself on a rook Uhe core of' 
his perso!!J." Life stirs and the protagonist hears a song: 
Who, careless, slips 
In colling ooze 
Is trapped to the lips 
Leaves more than shoes. 
Realizing that he still is not f!'ee from the destructive power 
()f lust" he prays to the "mother or quartz. n mother of his soul• 
stone, a positive anima image, to 0 renew the l:l.ght, lewd 
whisper." "Lewd" can mean unlettered or untau.¢ht,,24 hence an 
instinctive or natural whisper. Renewing light would give fire 
its positive and creative value, rather than ma~e h"n subject 
to its violence .. for it is the negative a..'>ld destructive force 
of fire which the protagonist now experiences. 
2'4..-
.,.l!;D., VI., 231-32. 
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Section four goes back to childhood remembering the time 
before guilt, ( 11Bef'ore I fell! I f'elll").25 This is the 
necessary, regressive journey to redeem the past, to achieve 
a catharsis, a purification: "In that lovely age when Death 
was not. I lived 1n a simple drowse:/Hands and hair moved 
through a dream of' waking blossoms." In youth the stirrings 
within the protagonist of the contra-sexual are pictured as 
"waking blossoms." The guiltless childhood projection or his 
anima onto the flowers of' the greenhouse is the child's im-
mediate and enthralling contact with the beautiful which wakes 
1n him a vision of' pure love: 
• The flowers leaned on themselves, the flowers in hollowsJ And love, love sang toward. 
The concluding section pictures what he hopes his newly 
emerged adult powers will bring--beauty, love, and creativity. 
Although the entire section is a prayer f'or the blessings which 
fire, rightly used, can bestow, the concluding lines effectively 
epitomize his desire: 
To know that light falls and fills, often without our knowing, 
As an opaque vase fills to the brim from a quick pouring, 
Fills and trembles at the edge yet does not flow over. 
Still holding and feeding the stem or the contained flower. 
May I be nourished by the purifying power or love as an opaque 
vase filled with unseen water which trembles to the edge but 
does not overflow (the control neoessary to creativity). 
2511Where Knock is Open Wide." 4. p. 73. 
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nourishes the stem (creative power) or the contained flower 
(product or the stem, 111 this case, the poem) • Hence, the 
elemental fire, the sex drive, which 1n its first appearance 
was so devouring and destructive when controlled (as the element 
or water can be controlled by its vessel) by a knowing adult, 
can be used to make and preserve the beautiful. 
v 
"o, Thou Opening, o," the final poem 1n the biography or 
the 111ost son, 11 did not appear :1n Praise 12, the~, but was 
added 1n Waking (1953). This poem is a brUliant and beautiful 
conclusion or the protagonist's journey to maturity, a joyful 
affirmation of life. The poem opens: "I'll make it,; but it 
may take me. 11 By not including, 11torever,1t the expected con-
clusion, Roethke utilizes fully the nuances possible 1n ntake." 
"The rat•s my phase" probably refers to the evolutionary phase 
he feels he has moved through. 0 My left side's tender" recalls 
the earlier, "I•m alone with my ribs."26 Now he is Adam 
stripped of his rib, waiting for Eve to end his aloneness. 
Section two is a satiric reply to the glad exuberance of 
the protagonist: "Whoever said God sang 1n your rat shape ••• 
You•re not the only keeper of hay." The questioner, who is 
the protagonist himself, since the poem is an interior mono-
logue or dialogue of self and soul• further asks: ~Where's 
26nsens1bil1ty1 0 Lal," 3, p. 82. 
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the ••• rage/ ••• the ••• dangerous indignation!" which recalls to 
the protagonist his sta ter.nent in "Open House. "'Zl The questioner 
continues, "Let me persuade more slowly: 
The dark has its own light. 
A son has many fathers. 
Stand by a slow stream: 
Hear the sigh or what is. 
Be a pleased rock 
On a plain day. 
Waking's 
Kissing. 
Yes. 
One aan know light only in terms of dark, 11f e in terms or 
death. All those,, even the dead ("They help,. 11 he said.)28 from 
whom we learn., are our fathers. Stand by the stream of lite 
and hear the rhythms of living. One needs "light's broken 
speech ••• a bright moon on gleaming skin" as well as the rage. 
To accept and to use both is waking., is kissing, is yes. 
In part three the protagonist speaks again, "You mean?-
I ••• can ••• /Be a body lighted with love;/ ••• Oh, what a webb7 
fiiystem of veins and nervei) wonder I aml" The humor 1n this 
poem is part of the exuberant sense of :fully living that 1t 
communicates. ..This frog's had another tall"; first from the 
womb in physical birth., now a psycholog1aal fall into self. 
21 11'l'he anger will endure; 
• • • • • • • • • • I stop the lying mouth: 
Rage warps my clearest crJ 
To witless agony." 
2S "Untold 1 Unfold l '' 5 • p. 91. 
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The "old stalk 11 (again the dry sticks of r:cuttings") still has 
lite. "I'm king of another condition1/so alive I couJ~d die." 
In affirming life., he aff'irms death; he affL.""llls,, in other 
words., the human aondition.29 "The rou.'1.d home of a root'' (the 
womb) is not the place to go., for an Eye (the transcendent I 
Who Am) beckons. 
Although especially evident in this poem., one find& it 
generally true of Roethke•s poetry that various strata of truth 
reinforce one another, so that a given poem can be read simply 
:!.n psyohoanalytieal terms or in nzystic terms. To read them so 
simply. however, is to lose illUch or the richness or the poetry 
and to ignore Roethke's achievement 1n synthesizing the psy4ho-
logical and religious &SPEOts of contemporary- human experience. 
29.srown, p. 100: 11Freud•e own formula--'the goal ot all 
life is death•--suggests that at the biological level lite and 
death are not 1n confliot1 but are somehow the same. That is 
to say, they are some sort of dialectal unity 1 as Heraclitus 
said they were: •It is the sane thing 1n us that ia alive and 
dead, awake and asleep, young and old:' we thus arrive at the 
idea that life and death are in some sort of unity at the 
organic level, that at the human level they are separated into 
oontlioting opposites." 
CHAPTER FIVE 
"DREAM OF A WOMAN, DREAM OF DEATH" 
The poems discussed in this chapter are concerned with 
Roethke•s 0 dream of a woman" and his "dream of death."l Learn-
ing to "see and suffer myself/In another being at last,"2 and 
"not to tear ••• the windy cliff's of torever,"3 although heart-
rellding, will prove to be his means of' salvation. 'lhe poems 
discussed 1n the first part of' the chapter are broadly termed 
love poems, because they show an affirmation of lite 1n the 
relation of the self to another and because they exemplify 
the technique of tormal prosody which Roethke used tor his love 
lyrics. The second section deals with poems which exemplify 
the different aspects of death which haunted Roethke, first 
physical non-being 1n "The Dying Man," and psychic or spiritual 
non-being 1n "The Abyss ... The reconciliation with and accept-
ance of death is found explicitly 1n "The Far Field," the fifth 
poem of "The North American Sequence." 
l.ctThe Pure Fury," p. 133. 
2nwords for the Wind,u 4, p. 126. 
3nThe Far Field," 2, p. 200. 
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There is discernible a shift in emphasis in these later 
poems. toward a more rat1onal4 sta:ice than was assumed 1n the 
earlier works. Woman. both as sexual partner. thus a source ot 
Joy. and as a spiritual guide. thus a source or salvation, is 
the single most important object or imagery. As "the shape or 
tire ... formless until controlled,, was his quest in an earlier 
poem, here the shape or form ot the relationship with the woman 
is his quest. It is the woman within him (ie. the source or 
salvation) as well as the objective woman who is reckoned with 
in these poems. Giving shape through discipline and control to 
the external relation with the woman helps him to learn to 
control and order the woman within, that is the feminine aspects 
ot his own person, and thus gain the power of ordering his own 
person. The shape or torm or the relation between the protag-
onist and his beloved 1s obJect1f1ed 1n the wraith image. Since 
this relationship participates directly in the rational and has 
the effect ot producing order and lite, the poetry both 1n 
imagery and technique reflects this. 
I 
The affirmation of lite the relationship produces is 
exemplified in "The VigU," the final poem of "Pour tor Sir 
John Davies, 11 which is a sequence,, reflecting the spirit of 
John Davies• "orchestra," and which celebrates the recono111at1on 
4a,. rational is understood the conscious human activities 
or analysis, intuition, Judgment, and sense perception. 
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and harmony between spirit and tlesh. camality and love. and 
death and lite aa none ot his pre,11ous poems have. The 
sequence displays a fascinating use ot slant r:tme. usually with 
humorous ettect, and always with the precision ot a sensitive 
and sure ear. Each poem consists ot tour stanzas or siX lines., 
riming ab, ab, cc. 
As their titles indicate the tour poems form a meaningtul 
pattern of order 1n both the interior and external universes 
within which the protagonist moves. "The Dance" reflects the 
rhythmic harmony w1 thin his person and between him and ~·v 
external worldJ "The Partner," (a dancing partner) is one with 
whom the protagonist can express and experience "the dance." 
"The Wraith" is the image ot the partnership; it is the harmony 
ot these relations which lead the protagonist to a sureness of 
salvation, round 1n the purgatorial poem, "The Vigil." 
In 11'J.'he Vigil .. the protagonist identities himself with 
Dante on the purgatorial hill. Dante, having passed through 
hell, meets the beatified Beatrice, whom Roethke identities 
with the wraith. Wraith means ghost or spirit ot one•s seltJ 
thus, the protagonist is saying that the physical "sh••" 
assumes a 11.fe or shape beyond her own, a supernatural lite: 
"It was and was not she,. a shape alor..e./Impaled on light, and 
whirl1.11S slowly down. "5 He answers the earlier question,, "What 
5"The Wraith," p. 107. 
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is des1re?"6 with "All lovers live by longing and endure:/ 
Sununon a vision and declare it pure." If one accepts this read-
ing then the earlier desire, associated with the flesh, is being 
transformed into the longing "tor the imperishable quiet at the 
heart of :form."7 "The longing" 1n a later poem ot that title is 
"to transcend the sensual empt1neas 118 and to find this quiet. 
'l'he theme or the searoh for torm, tor logos., tor Ordng. gains 
prominence 1n th1a phase ot Boethke 's Poetry. It ia directly 
related to his relationship with his beloved which, in turn, 
' 
leads him to an awareness ot disinterested love that enables 
him to experience the ttquiet at the heart of form." 
The aeoesa to heaven is not immediate or easy: "Though 
everything 1 s astonishment at last/Who leaps to heaven at a 
single bound?u 'J.'hrough love, order is established ("We undid 
chaos"). and eternal death is overcome. Purgatory is after all., 
a promise or heaven, just as, in another way, Beatrice is. 
"The visible @ay to day event!) obscures Uhe longing for the 
eterna!)/But who knows when." When does one perceive what is 
true and when does one simply deceive himself. The enraptured 
"we leaned forth with what we could not aee,n that 1a their 
relationship, which is their source ot strength and that which 
gives rorm to their lives. 
6n'l.1he Partner.n p. 105. 
7"The Longing, n 3., p. 188. 
8Ibid •• l, p. 187. 
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The concluding images of the stanza are of dawn and or 
the "dance to shining" that dispel "the black and shapeless 
night," at least tor the time being. 'l'o establish this 
harmony the couple "dared the dark.ff By accepting the dark and 
passing through it, they overcome 1t and find rtthe white and 
warm." Being "alive at noon" 1n the tullness of his manhood, 
the protagonist ttper1shes 1n her form." 'l'O read perishing only 
as a sexual surrender is too narrowJ his person perishes 1n the 
form, the shape, of the relationship. The individual ego 
perishes 1n order to be re~formed 1n terms or another~ so that 
a new whole can be formed of two previously private selves. It 
is the beginning of self-detachment, of the hard learning of 
that virtue Christians call poverty.9 'rhe poem concludes, "The 
word (@ rich symbol, s1gn.1t1cantly used by st. John and having 
so wide an area ot interpretation as logos, Christ, order, path., 
Ta~ outleaps firanscends or encompasse!) the world, and light 
is all." 
9'&ar1ta1n,. p. 257: "We may believe that the conquest and 
discovery of the immense fields contained 1n poetic knowledge, 
and revealed by its becoming self-aware, will make the fortune 
of poetry 1t the poets are thus quickened 1n their work ot 
creation, that is, if their spiritual experience is deep enough, 
and their operative reason strong enough. to tum selt•awareness 
into a superior sort ot simplicity, through an es~irit d•entanoe. 
or disinterestedness• and ot voluntary poverty. or the 
virtues required ot the modern artist--I mean. 1n the very 
sphere ot art. as aesthetic not moral virtues--are, as Max Jacob 
put it• evangelic 1n nature. n 
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The experience of love which renders the protagonist 
capable or spiritual growth has inherent 1n it the elements or 
regression (the black night or the dark wood) because. "Love is 
not love until love•s vulnerable."10 What is implied 1s not 
just sexual vulnerability but a surrender ot the total person. 
Thus the dark night symbolizes death or disintegration at the 
physical,, psychological .. and spiritual levels with the greatest 
terror reserved tor the two latter states. It is not a purely 
negative or regressive state. rather it is the necessary but 
terrible time or stillness before new growth.ll The resulting 
extension ot consciousness which the experience or love en-
genders pointsthe protagonist toward God,, toward the transoend-
ent. beoause the woman cannot fulfill him completely. She is 
not absolutely other, but only partially other,, and he must go 
on alone to find the wholeness or the rose in the transcendent. 
She points the W&yJ that is all a "creaturely creature"l2 
can do. 
II 
Lest the negative aspects or Roethke•s love experience 
be too greatly emphasized, look at one or his poems which ex-
plores the psychological dazzle ot this love that "wakes the 
lO"The Dream," p. 120. 
llThis image will be explored more explicitly 1n the 
discussion ot the poem,, "'!'he Abyss." 
12"Words tor the Wind,," 4 1 p. 126. 
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ends of 11fe,"l3 specifically at one poem from the nwords for 
the Wind," wherein the harmony o.f nature's perfect form., which 
reflects the protagonist's interior order and the harmony or 
his relationship with his beloved, is depicted: 
Under a southern wind,, 
The birds and tishes move 
North1 in a single stream; 
The shal'p stars swing around. 
However the protagonist "gets a step beyond" nature. The depth 
ot his experience takes him beyond the day to day and into the 
timeless. He is "odd {Pot even as is nature where "all's even 
with odd 11l!!} and tull ot love." Love is tor him a supernatural 
phenomenon, a participation in the timeless and transcendent, 
"eternity's conf'ine."15 In the second stmza the Joytul 
harmony ot nature is reflected "in rivery air and terny ground" 
and in his own "ease walking with my true love.tt Wisdom and 
taith are tound b7 loving. His poetl"J is "a song tied to a 
tree.rr However, despite his Jo7tul experience of "nowness," 
he remembers, "I am no longer 7oung/But the winds and waters 
are." He is a part of the world or time and change, but he can 
perceive the unchanging essence behind the visually changing 
13Ib id •• 125. 
--
14•'Words ror the Wind.," l, p. 123. 
15°'l'he Dream,," p. 120. 
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elements. nW11at falls away will tall, tr indicates the spirit or 
acceptance and receptivity necessary to the union of love. The 
phrase 1a made more clear by recalling an earlier line, "What 
falls away is always and is near."16 
The deepening significance of the relationship makes hill 
increasingly aware not only ot the threat that "she" poses to 
his ego, but that she arouses L"1at1not1ve desires ("I would 
dro\m in fire. nl 7) he had thought he had under control. In 
"His Foreboding" the struggle is depicted: 
Is she the all ot light? 
I snitf the darkening air 
A.i.,d listen to my own feet. 
A storm's increasing where -' 
'J.'he winds and waters meet. 
In "Shape or F~" the wind and water had not met.J now at this 
point 1n his lif'e they are intermingled. The image can be read 
Just as it was 1n the earlier poem., but whereas 1n that poem. 
1t was the oontrol and direction ot the wind that was needed_. 
in this poem it is the oontliot Which leads to purification, 
tor "!Lb.e spirit [!iin<{) knows the flesh (watea it must consume. "l 
The quest t.or self-detachment and a movement toward disinterest-
ed love lie be.tore him. 
l6nThe Waking," p. 108. 
17"Love•s Progress, 11 138. 
18uThe Sententious Man_.u p. 131. 
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Ill 
The epitome of self-detachment lies 1n accepting death. 
Such aeoeptanee becomes crucial and the theme is explored in 
several poems,, namely,, "Meditations or an Old Woman,, 11 "The 
Dying Man,, " and u~J.e North American Sequenoe. 0 
"The Dying Man" is a sequence ot five poems or varying 
but standard stanza1c structure which Roethke has dedicated to 
the memory or w. B. Yeats. The separate poems ot this sequence, 
as in the other sequences, are mean1ngf'ully inter-related: 
thinking or death ("His Words," poem one) has led the protag-
onist to consider "death's possibilities" ("What Now?)* poem two); 
one or these possibilities is negation ("The Wall,,'1 poem three), 
but through love, death can be transcended (,.The Exulting," poem 
four) at least by love, that is the creative energy that 
generates art ( 11'.rhey Sing, they sing," tive)~ The signitioance 
ot the dedication to Yeats becomes apparent. Death's only real 
possibility tor the dying man (Roethke, Yeats or anJlWl) is that 
meditation on it can occasion the release or creative energy 
which can be c.aptured 1n an enduring form. Roethke is in agree-
ment here with Yeats, but in his final poems Roethke seems to 
move toward another, more positive affirmation ot man's partici-
pation in a transcendent lite. 
The third poem ot the sequence, "The Wall,'' depicts the 
crucial struggle to affirm and to maintain lite: "I found my 
father G;he father who brought Ordng and warmth 1n "The 
r 
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Return .1_9 when I did my work/Only to lose myself' in this small 
dark." The wall signifies separation,, a blank, being out of 
touch with reality. He finds that his questioning ("In the 
worst night ot my will,/I dared to question alltt)l9 has raised 
"a ghost/ ••• out of the depths of the unconscious mind" which 
forces itself into consciousness,, perhaps the ghost of one of 
his "dead selves. 11 20 'l'o be purified, purged of guilt, would be 
to make himself capab-le of facing and accepting death: "What 
sensual eye can keep an image pure?" None, the eye (I) must be 
purified, but purification, growth out of the flesh is a 
"slow growth ••• a hard thing to endure .. " Instead of a bridge 
between the sensual and the spiritual (as 1n the wraith image) 
he now has only a wall, a separation behind which he must stay, 
"raging at the visible." The protagonist ("madman,," "sp1rit 11 ) 
does not despair, but by accepting ("I must love the wall") 
and enduring the night,, he survives till dawn: ''I breathe alone 
until my dark is bright." This is the dawn he wanted to lean 
out to greet in stanza two. 
M'ow, purified, he can nlean across the sill {!m image or 
communication, an opposite or the wal!} to greet the dawn.ti 
'l'he image or the sill recurs in another poem,, its significance 
more clear, which can help to clarity the usage here:"In the 
l9"What Now?, 11 p. 154. 
20"The Abyss, 0 4,, p. 221. 
r 
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slow coming out of sleep,/On the sill of the eyes, some thing 
flutters. n?..l It was the ''dazzling dark behind the sun" that had 
eon1'used him.. nDazzling dark 11 of divine love is one reading. 
'lbe dark dazzle ot divinity man•a eye cannot perceive as lightJ 
only the Eun (son, Christ) can be perceived by 1t.22 .Dark 
dazzle ean also be read, it seems, as the allurement ot the 
aenaual Which must be purified and then incorporated into the 
white, the creative, and the living. 
The imagery here is closely paralleled by the nThe Vigil" 
where nthey dared the dark to reach the white and warm ••• they 
leaned torth •••• her look was morning.u23 The positive affirma-
tion of that poem seems to be convulsed with ambiguity 1n this 
one. Perhaps the ttdance to sh1ningtt is nothing "·out danoJ.ng 
on a grave. 11 24 However, by affirming tie dawn., that is creative 
vitality, art, he can transcend physical death,, his personal 
non-being. There is no resolution in this poem Just an affirma-
tion of life against the "immense# immeasurable emptiness or 
things. "25 
21
"Meditat1ons of an Old Woman," II, 111, p. 162. 
22 4 Malkotf, p. 15 • 
23"The Vigil," p. 107. 
24"The Wall, .. p. 154. 
25 11They Sing, They 81.Jlg," p. 156. 
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The sequence which ls an affirmation of being over non-
being a:1d in which the poet makes his reconciliation \'iith death 
is "The North Amer ica:1 Sequence, " a worl~ which in the rich 
implication or its imagery. its forrnal perfeetion, and its 
thematic grandeur, establishes itself as an achievement 
"curiously sug,Gestive of the epic. "26 The E~equenee, 1.n 
achieving the completeness of the rose, records the perf'ection 
or form both in self' ru1d in art Roethke had been seeking through-
out his life. It was this search tor form which gave meaning 
to his lite, beoause it was the path or way he had to walk to 
maintain his payoh1c balance. The six poems taken together 
form a well-1nte3rated whole, each moving torwai--d in an organic 
development. 
The first three meditations,. "The Longins/' "Meditation 
at Oyster River,, 11 and "Journey to the Interior." are similar 
1n their use ot the catalogue to ampli:f'J an emotion and 1n the 
image of desire or longing as Journeying. Desire is experienced 
as a reaching forward. a going out to meet someone or something. 
What is reached is dramatized in "The Long Water·s.," namely the 
release or love. and in "The Far Field" whieh explores the 
26staples .. p. 189: "Roethke,. attempting to proJect his 
interior spiritual vicissitudes upon a acre~n much larger than 
that of private experience,, achieves 1n these poems a dimension 
curiously suggestive ofthe epic." 
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meaning or death, and finally 1n "The Rose" which explores that 
"still point beyond becoming and perishing." 
The love which has given the protagonist the courage to 
undertake the Journey to the "far field" is re-lived 1n "The 
Long Waters." Water, as already has been indicated is a com-
plex image which must be understood primarily as what it is, 
that mothering element, source of all life, out of which man 
has emerged. 
The thematic base of "The Long Waters" at both the 
biological and metaphysical levels is the anima image, for it 
is 1n this poem that the protagonist comes to terms with the 
an1ma aspects ot his person or his soul-image: 
I return where tire has been,, 
To the charred edge or the sea 
Where the yellowish prongs ot grass poke through the 
blackened ash, 
And the bunched logs peel 1n the afternoon sunlight, 
Where the fresh and salt waters meet 
The coming to terms with the anima is depicted by unifying the 
water with the flower images: 
These waves, 1n the sun, remind me ot flowers: 
The lily's piercing white, 
The mottled tiger, ••• 
'l'he heliotrope, veined like a fish, the persistent morning-
glory, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • I have come here ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • To a landlocked bay, where the salt is freshened 
By small streams running down under fallen fir trees. 
and the bird images: 
over the thin, feathery ripples breaking lightly against 
r 
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the irregular shoreline ••• 
Feathers ot the long swell, burnished, almost oily--
A single wave comes 1n like the neck of a great swan 
SWimming slowly, its back ruffled by the light croea-winds, 
To a tree lying tlat, its crown half broken. 
The "halt broken crownn of the "tree lying flat" and the "fallen 
fir trees" are images ot the protagonist's diminishing physical 
powers which are balanced against the strengthening ot the core 
ot his person, the stone that breaks the current: 
I remember a stone breaking the eddying current, 
Neither white nor red, in ·the dead middle way, 
Where impulse no longer dictates, nor the darkening shadow, 
A vulnerable place 
Surrounded by sand, broken shells, the wreckage ot water. 
The waters running into the interior bring him "to a still, 
but not a deep center" 1n the nrar field." In facing and ac-
cepting time, that is c..1-iange and death, he leams "not to tear 
1n!'in1ty, the far tield, the windy ol1tfs of forever." It is 
because he rejoices in the now and accepts his human condition 
that he has achieved harmony or unity with nature, or speaking 
1n other terms, that he has moved beyond nature into the super-
natural. The release of recono111at1on pictured 1n the flowing 
waters guides the protagonist on the joumey out of self and 
shows hilJ the way of survival. 
'*Out of selt" is a key statement 1n pointing up how this 
journey is a development ot the Journeying of nThe Lost Son ... 
Having achieved his pr:l:mary 1nd1v1duat1on. his selthood. the 
protagonist has llad to move outward, a movement he first ex-
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perienced in loving a woman.27 To those critics who say that 
Roethke's work shows little development, one can only answer 
that there is a great difference, whiah must be experienced 
rather than explained, betWfien the reti.u-n to pr:i.Ill&l unity which 
is envisioned as a return to the womb, an eaoape .from lite, 
and the at.f 1rmat1on or life which is a movement outward toward 
pure unity, that still point toward which life tends.28 
That still point 1s explored 1n the final poem of the 
sequence, "The Rose. 1' The wholeness ot the rose lies in that 
it has reconciled the elements or opposition which is the lite 
struggle or a man. Longing,, purged ot the sensual, has beoome 
beautiful: "Beautiful my desire and the place or my desire. 11 
Desire is no longer devouring, as 1n "The Shape ot Fire, .. 
21 Paul Engle &i."l.d Joseph f.,angland., eds. Poet's Choice (Dial Press: New York, 1962), p. 99: "I was able to move out-
side myselt--tor me sometimes a violent d1slooat1on--and ex-
press a Joy 1n another ••• I mean Beatrice o•connell, 11 Roethk:e•s 
comment on his selection or "Words for toe W1ndn to be included 
1r. this antholoSY'. 
28In line With the thinking or Teilhard de Chardin, 
Theodosius Dobzhansky (a more aoceptable scientist to tnany) puts 
into sc1entit1o terms Roethke's vision, quoted 1n The Biol~ 
or Ultimate Conccm,, (New American Library: New YOrlt,, 196~ 
p. ~-ir; .7!ii"PrCisressive evolution we !1nJ a oompet1t1on :f'o:r 
cooperativeness. There is also an evolution or love; love 
ascends from sexual love, to brotherly love, to love of mankind, 
to love or God. Love unites without casting ott the diversity. 
On the human level it is the means whereby a person ~s well as 
the species achieves self-transcendence. 'l'h• megasyntheais is 
'a g1gant1c paycho-biolosioal operation• 1n which love is the 
main agent., and which leads to the unity in d1vel'"S11,')·. 11 
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consuming flesh, but an enlightening still flame. "This rose 
in the sea-wind G:'he unconscious and spiritual Jo1nec!),jRooted 
in stone fii1s innermost beinS) keeping the tthole or 11.ght.,/ 
Gathering to itself sound and silence-" is the protagonist and 
is his image tor himself as a completed, fulfilled human being. 
Roethke sees in nature, its constant freshness and 
renewal (as 1n "Words tor the Wind") the perfection of form 
signified by being tully 1n harmony with the nature or essence 
of what one is. This man does not have• except early 1n child-
hood., and then at a sub-human levelJ but for a snail or a rose 
there is no oho1oe, thus there is no disharmony. A rose oan 
express only, but on the other hand, express fully and totally, 
essential "roseness" and as an archetype it expresses psychic 
wholeness:29 ttThe rose exceeds, the rose exceeds us all."30 
v 
The final stages of selt-pur11"1oat1on (the man who oan 
experience even fleetingly the fullness or the rose) are 
29Jung, Man and His mbol, p. 241: "Abstract mandalas 
also appear 1n-iuropeail11hrs'E!an art. Some of the most splendi 
examples are the rose windows ot the cathedrals. These are 
representations of the Self ot man transposed onto the cosmic 
plane. (A cosm.1c mandala 1n the shape of a shining white rose 
was revealed to Dante in a vision.)" 
30"'.rhe Longing, 11 2, p. 188. 
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spiritual.31 There are two poems which record these approaches 
or disembodiment. "'l"he Abyss.,tt and "In a Dark 'rime." beautitul 
records or an experience not singularly rare, but rarely re-
corded by one with such artistry at his command. 
"'l"he Abyss." called by one critic Roethke's masterpiece.32 
explores the threat of spiritual non-being, 1n classical terms 
"the sense of being without God,. .. 33 as physical non-being was 
explored 1n "'l"he Dying Man,," with a more positive answer now 
given to the Q.Uestion of human transcendence. 
The positive value ot the regressive experience or the 
abyss is thus described by a psychiatrist; 
'l"hey are (states or spiritual blackness) ••.• periods 
ot intense labor. or experience,, or powerful an9-
progress1ve organ1zat1on1 the asoetio emerges tl'Om 
them with a more tempered and etr1cac1ous will, and 
more independent or those contingencies which in• 
fluence the lower psychological l1teJ and this, 1f' 
we look at the matter more closely, amounts to saying 
that he comes out ot them with his lower automatisa 
reinforced 1n its usetul parts. with. ha'tits ot v1rtue 
whioh are more solidly anchored 1n the sense-lite 
itself •••• 
31R.oethke. "In a Dark 'rime,n Ostroff,, editor .. 'l"he Poet as 
Artist and Critic, p. 49: "It is the first of a sequeno8;Part 
ot a hunt,. a dilve toward God: an ettort to break through the 
barrier or rational experience." Roethke was talking of "In a 
Dark Time,." but the eomment seems equally appropriate tor "The 
Abyss." 
32c1eanth Brooks,. "A Retrospective Introduction," Modern 
~ ~ the Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 
I965)-; p. xxv. 
33icun1tz, quoting John of the Cross,. p. 42 of ~ ~ 
as Artist and Critic. 
- ----
And always, amid the most diverse wander1.ngs, it is 
the same &reat unity which is being progressively 
realised.~ 
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Roethke 1 s poem is a dramatic presentation or the experience de-
scribed above, and the p:r•otagonist•s movement out of it. It can 
almost be considered a five act drama. Part one sets the 
scene: the abyss is "right where you are--/A step do\'m the 
stair,," but the stair "goes nowhere." 
Part two introduces the main characters 
I have been spoken to variously 
But heard little. 
My inward witness is dismayed 
By my unguarded mouth. 
I have taken, too often, the dangerous path, 
The vague,, the arid, 
Neither 1n nor out of this life 
• • • • • • • • A furred caterpillar crawls down a string. 
My symbol! 
• • • • • • • • I'm no longer a bird dipping a beak into rippling water 
But a mole winding through earth, 
A n1ght-t1sh1ng otter. 
The images of self used 1n this characterization are familiar 
ones. The mole and the otter,, creatures or blindness and night 
are negative ego images; the bird, a winged creature or light, 
nourished by water and the caterpillar are especially apt con-
trasts tor this stage 1n his lite. The caterpillar is a 
creature who retreats into a cocoon 1 only to emerge again 
beautiful and winged. a spiritual thing. Now the protagonist•s 
34Joseph Marechal, S.J~, Studies 1n the Psychology ot the 
ft1:st1es (London; Burns oates & Washbouriii,,-.t"td., 1927)., p:J,05:' 
r 
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soul is a caterpillar; later he sees it as 11an old wind-
battered butterfly1135 and in "The Restored" as a broken-winged 
butterfly. In "The Restored" the emphasis is on the positive 
(the butterfly aspect) experience of light and growth., rather 
than on the negative (or caterpillar aspect) experience of the 
abyss. 
Section two alao presents the conflict: 
What speech abides? 
I hear the noise of the wall. 
• • • • • • For the world invades me again 
And once more the tongites begin babbling. 
And a terrible hunger for obJects quails me: 
The sill trembles. 
Again., the wall., the image of isolation and disorientation, and 
the sill, the image of communication. The climax comes in part 
three wherein the experience of non-being is likened to .. the 
terrible violence of creation" that "strikes like a flash into 
the burning heart ot the abominable." But 1t the protagonist 
can encompass the experience, can endure .. 36 "wait unafraid 
beyond the tearful 1nstant,/{}hez.i) The burning lake turns into 
a forest pool.,/'l'he tire subsides into rings or wate~1/A sunlit 
silence. n 
35°'.lbe Motion," p. 243. 
36Kun1tz., quoting 'l'1lloch says., "The self-affirmation of 
a being is the stronger the more non-being it can take into 
itself:• Quoted in '-'he !2.!l .!! Artist ~Critic., p. 48. 
Part four offers a resolution: 
In this, my halt-rest, 
Knowing slows for a moment, 
And not-knowing enters, silent, 
Bearing being itself, 
And the fire dances 
'l'o the stream's 
Flowing. 
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As 1n section three fire is controlled, given shape and beauty 
by water. It man can endure and survive the "violence of 
creation" by directing it toward a transcendent good, beauty, 
he achieves a contemplative calm,"a luminous stillness." 
In part five the resolution is achieved: "Be1ll& not doing 
is my first Joy." What has been achieved by the protagonist 
in Freudian psycho-analytical terms is a release from a regres-
s1 ve t1xat1on to the past: 
The repetition compuls1on--the conservative tendency 
ot instincts--seems to be a biological principle im-
posing the limitations of a species-essence on each 
individual member ot a species and directing the 
individual to enJoy the life proper to his species. 
In the discontented animal, man, it is transformed 
into a regressive f1Xation to the past, with the 
effect of unconsciously compelling him to change 
himself, to 'become, to find the lite proper to his 
species. But, it repression were overcome and man 
could enJoy the lite proper to his species, the re-
gressive t1xat1on to the past would dissolveJ the 
pleasurable quest tor novelty would be reabsorbed 
into the desire tor pleasurable repetition; the 
desire to BeoQme would be reabsorbed into the 
desire to Be.37 
37N. O. Brown, pp. 92-93. 
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VI 
This Jo7 1n being,. simply being., is celebrated 1n 
Roethke 1 s beautiful final lyrics, simple and perfectly inte-
grated poems that have an aura of completeness about them. 
One feels as though Roethke had finished his work and "the right 
thing happened to the happy man.u38 
In one of these lyrics., "The Manif'estation,n the author 
celebrates the real movements that "make us live" where there 
is no apparent movement and the stillness wh1oh gives the ap-
pearance of motion. The title signifies epiphany or showing 
forth., and recalls his line from nin a Dark Time,'' uA stead7 
stream of correspondences" which 1n turn recalls Baudelaire's 
"Correspondences": There is a logical as well as a psycho-
logical relationship among the three poems. The other two 
mentioned throw some light on what the author is S&J'ing in this 
poem. The images of apparent stillness which ere in tact great 
activity are literally themselves., but are also the protag-
onist himself striving toward lite: 
••• the tree becoming 
Green., a bird tipping the topmost bough., 
A seed pushing itselt beyond itself., 
The mole ma.king its wa7 through darkest ground, 
The worm intrepid scholar ot the soll-
"Do these analogies perplex?" he asks; then he follows with 
tour more images, this time of apparent motion: 
· 3B"The Right Thing.," p. 250. 
••• a sky with clouds. 
The motion ot the moon. and waves at play, 
A sea-wind pausing in a summer tree. 
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He concludes: "What does What 1ir should do needs do nothing 
more (the state or naturtl}/The body moves though slowly toward 
desire ~he purified desire tor the transcendent)./We come 
to something (good tor ulj) without know1ng why.,. The reader 
can arrive at the state or grace,, or inversely at the state ot 
nature, experience it without intellectual comprehension, but 
rather with only an intuitive or psychological awareness or 
what he has experienced. 
VII 
Certain or Roethke•s poems have been ignored ~ this 
paper, most notably his humorous poems. '!'hey are delighttul,, 
but not essential to an understanding of his mainstream of 
development. They are worth reading because they give an 
added d1mens1on to poetry of psyehic search and spiritual 
growth. As for the second posthumous volume, Collected ~ks, 
its chief merit is 1n gathering into a single volume his pre-
viously published poetry, some of which had been out ot print. 
Including as a postscript certain poems which Roethke's tine 
critical sense had disallowed does him no great service. 
To accurately assess Roethke 1s achievement as a poet, 
specifically for this paper in terms of his use ot imagery. is 
difficult because he is still so near us. What can be said is 
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that his achievement in his use of patterns of: imagery is 
unique. His images are his content, not merely an appended 
ampl1f1cation,39 and he weaves or them throughout his poetry 
a whole cloth,. 
By makirig the reader aware of other than the analytieal 
runct1on of the intellect~ b~ ehow!r.lg in his work the value 
ot intuition and the feminine and a reverence before lite, 
Foethke makes e counter-balancing contribution to c male-valued 
dominated and death-oriented c1v111zat1on. Jung has said that 
no theory or man 1e an adequate object with whieh to meet a 
patient; the only adequate equivalent is the doetor•s total 
person.40 In the came way_ one can say or Roethke'e poetry 
that approaching it with only a part ot oneself 1s inadequate. 
The reader muat bring his whole 3elf, his logic~ his 1ntuit1on, 
his sense experiences$ and his love to the poems 1n order to 
meet Roethke on equal terms. No theory of criticism is 
adequate. 
In hie concern with the preconscious, what Ralph Mills 
oalls hie "vision of' a protound eYolut!onary pattern,"41 and 
39.rohn C. Ransom, speaking of "In a Darlt Time" makes 
this comment appropriate to muoh ot Roethke's t:ork: "A poem 
made mostly out ot pure images often taxes the mind ot the 
reader who would snake out the scheme of its argument." 'l"he 
Poet !!. Artist ~ Critic, p. 26. -
4oJung, !!!!, and !l!!, Szmbol, pp. 65-66. 
4laalph J. Mills, Jr.,, Cont!!J>or!J7 American Poetq, 
p. 71. 
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indeed much or his poetry speo11"1cally deals with man•s evolu-
tion from the mire 1n the simplest living organisms and traces 
the movement upward and outward to the consciousness of self 
and to the e0tmnitment to love, he accepts the fusion of reason 
and unreason 1n man., a fusion that fascinates and frightens 
him as it does anyone who tries to face him.self honestly. It 
is precisely because he so profoundly and so successfully e,x ... 
plores the regions or the non-rational, both the depths and the 
exaltation, and makes words, words carefully chosen and metic-
ulously ordered, bear the weight of the experience that his 
images become living symbols which speak directly to the whole 
man and invite him., if' he will open himself' to it, to ex-
perience with the poet the continuing human quest for self• 
knowledge. 
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